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Housing locatioll clash
Administrators met with. for input.''
O'Connell told the Senate that
The proposed new housing O'Connell, Student Body Presfacility has raised its fair share ident Wendy Hammond and in June, Haaland approached
of eyebrows, from students SBVP Mike Rose yesterday to him with the idea of forming ,
,a committee with Hammond,
claiming lack of involvement straighten out the situation.
In an interview yesterday · Rose and O'Connell to narrow
to administration claiming exafternoon, Dean of Students J. down the five proposed sites.
acdy the opposite.
But he said Haaland never
At Sunday night's Student Gregg Sanborn said, "They
· · Senate meeting, Speaker Dennis (Wendy and Mike) would con- followed up on the idea, and the
O'Connell and other senators cur that there has been student next thing he heard from the
administration was their propvoiced concer(l over what they involvement in this."
Rose said yesterday he wasn't -osal on the reservoir site.
considered the lack of student
"Student government should
input into administrat.ive de- as angry as he was Sunday night,
reasoning, "Pepple weq.t top have a role in decision-making.
cisions.
It's only in their benefit to
O'Connell, who is also the far" ·
He saw two problems w'i th consult students," said O'Concurrent student member of the
Board of Trustees,- claimed the entire situation. First, he nell.
O'Connell said he and his
students and faculty were not felt the administration should
involved with the process, haveconsultedO'Connell,Ham- fellow trustees were shocked
which narrowed down the pos- mond and himself this summer. by the student and faculty anger
sible housing sites from five to Second, Rose said the proposed expressed last week on the
proposed site. He said the.
site is open to controversy.
one.
He said everyone should hold administration, in their presThe Board of Trustees last
week approved a $38 million off their judgments until after entation, said there -would be
,1
no impact on the farm and the
financing 'package that includes Wednesday's open forum.
O'Connell said he was more ' horse trails would be re-routed,
funding for other system campuses as well. The UNH 600- upset with the process of so he voted for the proposal..
./'
O'Connell said the proposal
bed project is estimated at $18 decision-making than the actual
is a "good first step," but he was
decision itself.
million.
'Tm just so sick of the l_ack distressed by the process.
,To clear_ up some of the
·:someone is not doing-their
confusion, Sanborn said there of communication, so I thought
will be an open forum Wednes- I should start initiating com- job from an administrative
day at ,6:30 p.m. in the 1925 munication," he said Sunday point of view," he said, claiming
Room of the Elliot Alumni night after the Senate meeting. students didn't know about the A composite of the suspected flasher froin one of Thursday's
"Either Haaland is called to · proposal until i1t was passed. victims.
Center. 'Sanborn, D'irector of
Campus Planning Victor Azzi task and asked to do his job more "P~ople are not communkat· ·
and others will respond ·to effectively or you can get rid of .ing,''. he said.
Karen Polak, chairperson of
questions and make a presen- · him and get someone that is
__ going to communicate and ask
t_atio~ on housing.
HOUSING, page 7

By Jay Kumar
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Flasher strikes
Trustees i'rictease ·tuition another student

drove past her and stopped. She
s;id the man .got out of the car
· Ano_ther flashing incident wearing an Izod short sleeved
l;>e sent to the state legislature the package is "a bare-bones
., budget ... what we barely need . occurred in Durham late yes- shirt, a baseball cap and sneakfor final approval.
Priorities include the library, to survive. As students, we have terday morning. Police are ers.
The man walked towards her
biological studies, the centers .to be 100· percent behi,nd this investigating leads linking yesterday's incident to those of last with·his hands on his head, she
of excellence, and the general budget."
said. The woman said she ran
He added, "Faculty, and right- Thursday.
education system, said Scenna.
A senior UNHfemale stu- · into t})e Oyster River AdminIncluded in the budget is $18 ly so, should be up in arms about
million passed for the construc- salaries." He said the trustees dent reported the incip.ent at istration building where she
tion of a proposed 600-bed have "chall~nged the adminis- 11:10 a.m. yesterday. The flash- called the Durham Police.
The victim described the
housing facility (see related tration to look at faculty salar- ing occurred on Coe Drive "in
the vicinity of ~he Oyster River flasher's vehicle as a "metallic
story).
ies."
O'Connell said the university Administration Building," ac- - grey Chevette with no rear
Scenna said some major conto make "major realloca- cording to Durham Police Cap- plate," according to Golding.
has
the
are
budget
the
with
cerns
Although the man could have
fact that there are more admin- tions" for faculty salaries, but tain Michael D. Golding.
The woman said she was be~n the one pictured in the
· he said'he doesn't want to see
istrators but less faculty pay.
Senate Speaker and student the money come out of depart- jogging behind Sigma Alpha composite draw:n from one of
Epsilon fraternity on Coe Drive Thursday's victims, the woman
trustee Dennis O'Connell said . mental salaries.
when,,a grey me_!allic Chevette said she wasn't really sµre. She
did not recall the man wearing
glasses and said she never really
got a gq_od look at "his face.
"Although I don't know if I'd
recognize the man, I'd recognize
· the car in a minute,"· she said.
. Victims in two similar inci\ dents which took place Thurs- ·
day afternoon reported similar
cars, said.Golding.
· The composites compiled by
· both of Thursday's victims are
similar, according to Golding.
He said yesterday's victim identified one of the composites as
"close" to the man tha't exposed
himself to her, said Golding.
P<?lice are now investigating
leads linking the fast three
incidents. Golding said there
·is ·not enough evidence to connect aH 11 reported incidents
_
this year.
UNH Horse Trials saw many airborne acrobatics. (photo by
Yesterday's victim said she
is now afraid to go joggjng. She
_tt::C=h=r1=·s=Ga=m=ac=h=e=)========·====================== ==========~ said, "I convinced my friend not
to go to when I explained.. what
· happened to :me."

By Pamela DeKoning

By Jay Kumar
The University System of
New Hampshire Board of Trustees passed the 1990-1991 biennial budget last Thursday, which
means more increases in tuition
for the next two years.
At Sunday night's Student,
Senate meeting, Co-chairperson
of the Students For the U niversi ty council Michele Scenna
announced that out-of-state
students will ·have to sheil out
$500 more next year and $600
in two years, while in-state
students will pay $120 more
each year.
Scenna s~id the budget wiU
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:International options reach towardS Brazil
By Angelique Davi
Ceara.
Presently, UNH has several
_ In an attempt to develop'
international options for stu- graduate students doing re,, dems and faculty, UNH has search and establishing a variety
been reaching out its hands to of programs in .the areas of
Brazil to partake in a cooper- mathematics and economics.
The main areas of concentraative r e s e a r c h . ~ the
F ede ral University of ~ tion in the cooperative program ra.(UFC)
·
are marine studies, statistics,
"There are basically two goals . and applied mathematics, acof the program. To deveJop a,. cording to J-Iaaland.
"The prograrri has included
relationship with UF.C-providing benefits for UNH student~ exchanges in research, technoland faculty an_d to provide ogy, and_even cultural and social
facilities and opportunities for ideas," said. Henri Gaudette,
UFC faculty members,'LUniver- director of the UNH coopersity President Gordon Haaland , ative marine studies division
said..
.·
.
and UNH professor. ,
The University established
"With the support of the .
a relationship with Brazil in Tinker ,Foundation, we have
1968, fostered by the Ne'w developed a cooperative pro- '
Hampshire chapter of the g.r:am in_research and education
Partners of the -Americas, a mainly in the marine sciences,
private; non-profit organization in its broadest sense,'' Gaudette
based in Washington D.C.
said.
· New ~ampsh'ire, a sister- . The Tinker Foundation
state with"Brazil, provided a funded a $120,000 three year
base for development of the program which began in 1986.
cooperative program.
·.
"Such grants are hard to come
Each college in the·u.niversity, by, ~nd quite competitive," Univenity President Gordon Haaland in a conference with'1eaders of the Federal University
including the Division of Con- McCann said. The results are . of Ceara in Brazil~ '(file photo)
Dr. ·Robert Kertzer ot the country with developing. resou-- tions for future plar{s.
·tinuing Education, has -at least ·due to hard work and negotione proposed project with UFC ations by both universities, physical education depart~ent ces and industry. UNH is look"You don't take into considwill go to Ceara next semester ing ahead to the future by eri;ttion all of the detaiis and
under negotiation, according according to McCann.
to Frank McCann, director of
"Future programs will include to introduce the program.
developing this relationship." mechanics when "Vriting an
the UNH Center for lnterna- areas in the social sciences,
Professors have travelled to
original proposal," Gaudette
tional :eerspectives, a coordi- history, and any basic communal Brazil to .design and institute
Presently, undergraduates are ·said. ·
nator of the program.
areas of interest,'' Gaudette said. a joint research project concen- not .pa:rticpating directly in the
UNH professor Marc Hines
't_he two universities plan to trating on the pollution in rivers program, but plans are being sees· the marine program as the
. Future plans include a cooperative doctorate program in collaborate on a cardiac reha- · near Forteleza.
discussed to send UFC students most developed. P~esently, he
economics, allowing Brazilians bilitation program for Ceara.
"UNH is more than a state to UNH fo the area o1 computer
·
to attend the UNH graduate The aim is to build a heart attack university," Gaudette said.."This science.
program and UNH professors patient's. strength through ex- program broadens its horizons.
Gaudette admits the program · BRAZIL, page 10''
, to use a new re~earch base in · e~gse.
Btazil .i~ a rapidly evolving or~i_!!~ted with h~h exe_~!a_:

HEWS ··IN.BRIEF
Report snags Pilgrilll~-,·. A hoped-for restart of the Pilgrim nuclear power
-plant, in Plymouth, Ma., has been clouded by a state
report that concludes emergency plans for -com- ·
. munities near the reactor remain_inadequate.
· The draft report by public safety officials finds
that despite some progress in emergency planning
by state and local authorities and Pilgrim owner
Boston Edison Co., the state cannot guarantee the
saf~ty of the•nearby residents in the event o'f a
·· ._ ·
.
·. ·
nuclearr emergency.
Pilgrim has been shut down since April-1986
because of mechanical and management problems;
Recent federal reviews of the southern Massachusetts plant, however, have given plant operators
high grades for improvements. . ,
.
· ·
Spokesmen for the Nuclear Regulatory Gommision and Boston Edison declined to comment
on the repo_rt, saying they had not yet reviewed
it.
.
The NRC is expected to decide this month
,. whether to approve a~restart of · Pilgrim. A
spokes}Ilan for the commision, William Russell,
tolcP residents at a public hearing -that the NRC
would not approve a restart unless 'the public safety
• was protened.
Several state officials have said the state may ;sue
the NRC if Edison is allowed to restart Pilgrim
without a state-approved emergency pJan.

N .H. demand for child
care exceeds supply

Islamic Jihad says it
will free hostage

Discovery comes home
The space shuttle Discover landed at Edwards
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· Serious crimes reported to US law enforcemem
Hundereds of th-ousands ·of Chile.ans j.ammed
into the streets of Santiago, tha nations capital, agencies increas~d in the first half - of 1988, ·
. this weekend to call for the rejection of President continuing ,an upward swing that began four years
·
.
Augusto Pinochet in a nationwide referendum to . ago, the FBI said.
The FBI survey, based on_reports from 16,00Q _ ·
be held this week. .
Organizers said 1.2 million people packed a -law enforcement agencies, sh.o wed that yiolept
working class neighborhood about five miles south crimes increased five percent and that property
of the center of Santiago for the demonstration crimes -ro~e one percent in the first six months
marking the official dose of the opposition's from the ~ame period last year. ~Among violent
crimes, aggravated assault recorded the largest
campaign.
, After the rally ended, small groups marched increase, going up seyen percent, the FBI said. Rape
downtown and dashed with police, who dispersed and robb~ry each inc;ieased one .percen~whiJe the
them with water cannons. Police said that more numbe,r .of murders showed no change. . ·1· ~
In the property 1crime category, motor vehicle
than 20 demonstrators were arrested. Police did
not give an estimate of the size of the crowd at · theft jumped eight percent, followed by an increase
t4e downtown rally, but reporters said it was in of one percent in larceny and theft. The number
. of arson incidents remained stable while burglaries
exces·s of 350,000.
Chileans are to vote Wednesday to approve or fell two percent.
. The report showed increases in the crime rate_
rejecr Pinochet,. the 72-year-old president and ariny
commander who seize.cl power in a CIA backed coup · in all regions of the country except't he Midwest. .
in 1973. Salvador Allende, the legitimately elected
, _
Marxist president was killed in the ~oup.
· If a majo_rity approve Pinochet as president, he
will begin a new eight-year term in March. If he
is rejected, democratic elections ar~ to take place
in December of 1989, with Pinochet remaining
in· power until a new president takes office_.
More than 85,000 New Hampshire children whose
parents work OQ not have licensed day care available
to them the state child care coordinator said.
"Currently there are in N.H. 23,068 licensed slots
.
.
.
for children_ form infancy to age 12," said Kathy
Kidnappers holdmg three American educators Hartwell, child care coordmator at the state Health
and an Indian instructor said earlier this week they and Human Services Department. There are an
will release one hostage to pro~e their good estimated 109,000 children in that age group who
intentions. The announcement came in a handw- need child care services, she said. "There's a short ·
-ritten statement in Arabic from the group the Islamic fall there." ,
'
Jihad for the Liberation of Palestine delivered to
Hartwell said the state commissioned a survey >
"
· B ·
Th ·
f h 1 · · 1
h ·
f h 'Id
d
da _wd este~nd ne~fs ahgenhcy m etrubt. f edstatement of scd ~~h~nfnc1
1;>a s_ onht e issue ob c 1 . ·care aben
1 not 1 ent1 y t e ostage to e ree nor set a
oun , t eir ee1mg 1st ere are a su stant1a1num r
specific deadline for his release. The four hostages of children who are going home ·to no care after
bemg
· h eId by t h e group are: Alann steen, 49, Jesse school"
·
.
Turner, 41, Robert Polhill, 55, and Mithileshwar
Hartwell said unsupervised children a'ften becom_e
s·mg h , 60 , an I nd"tan wh o 1s· a 1ega1 rest·aent of t h e depressed, fearful
·
· at
· nsk
·· for gettmg
·
or bored and are
United States. The 22-line statement from Islamic involved in trouble.
.
Jihad wa s accompanied by an authenticating
.
photo, ._g _raph showin
Steen
and
Turner.
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Kinnear name d new
UNH Exec utive VP
sary to.pursue the academic and
administrative goals outlined
in the university's strategic
plan," Haaland said.
Kinnear's military career
spanned from 1948 until ~is ·
retirement in 1982. In 1981 he
was promoted to Admiral and
represented the U.S. military
on the NATO military commit-.
tee.
He has -a strong academic
career, with a B.A. in physicalscience and mathematics and
an M.A. in personnel management from George Washington
University; and an M.s. · in
industrial engineering and a
Ph.D. in engineering managefl.lent from Stanford University.
. ~A.cc'<>rding to Alan Prince, ..
acting vice president of financial
affai-rs, the office of ExecutiveVice President is not exactly
new~
"I used to hold it eight ye3:rs
ago, before I left UNH to work
at Whittier College in CaliforMUB renovations reached new heights. (Sharon Donovan photo)
nia," said Prince, who will be
retiring this fall
Prince will be helping Kinnear as he takes over his new
· responsibilities.
By Margaret Busby
red-tape," said Michael Keating, include new carpet on the upper
chairman of the MUB level and in the meeting rooms
former
delays,
of
After three-years
on that floor: Also new chairs
Governors.
of
Board
last
work
bega·n
,contractors
~
Changes in plans for the roof · and sofas will replace the presweek to repair the Memorial
three times also delayed the - ·ent orange couches on the
UniortBuilding 'sroofwhichhas
according to Keating. balcony. Facility Services will
project,
caused puddles, stains and milde~ to plague the MUB for The final decision, which fol- be scheduled to paint the meetl0wed a complicated cycle, was ing rooms and trim, said Cle-·_
_.
years. ·, ,
a pledge activity she made the
By Richard D'Avolio
decided by the combined efforts mens. ,
J~n
gan
~
wo_r:k
needed
Much
.. Painting and .carpeting1en- Thinking it was part of her man drive her home. the MUB roof last week By ofa he, contractors and UNH
To prevent this from happen- contractors who will stop the - Architectual Services, he said.
ovations will pro_bably take place
pledge activities, a Chi Om~ga
sorority pledge went for a nde ing again Murphy said that Chi leaking and w~ter damage which
BrettC1€mens, present Ch.air- / over Christmas break, Clemens
to the White Mountains Satur- Omega will be having a meeting has plaqued the MUB for the man of the MUB Board of said. _·Additionally, 700 new
day ,October 24, with a man who with all pledges to tell them, past three years.
Governors 1 said the completed chairs have been ordered to be
claimed this was part of _the "Not to go with anyone ~xcept
allow other MUB used in various rooms of the
has been in re- roof
money
The
.
a sister."
MUB, he added. ·
program. .
years due to renovations to materialize.
two
for
serve
.
According tn Murphy, the "inefficiency, bureaucracv. aorl
. According to Betsy Murphy,
Other MUB renovations will
a Chi Oll_lega sister and a term "kidnapping" is ·used in
member of their pledge com- the sorority for any activity
mittee, the man had a crush on involved with the pledges.
"We refer to kidnapping even
this particular pledge. Murphy
take them (pledges) out
we
if
would not elaborate.
By Ellen Harris
Murphy would not give his · for pizza," Murphy said.
~
were well attended by parents tour includes a trip on Great Bay
'.'We are investigating a
-name but said that he was a
aboard the 'Jere Chase," UNH's
As .students hurried to clean this weekend, as expected.
UNH gradua.t e and member of numbe_r of cases and I'm not their rooms, get haircuts and
The Field House ticket office research ·vessel. The tour ·made
prepared to make a stat~ment empty beer from the fridge, sold over 2000 general admis- two trips on Saturday, but there
.. an unidentified ffatemity.
The pledge was unharmed on the situation," said Mike organizers were busy putting - sion tickets through order forms were still many who wanted to
and at this time charges are not Sciola, UNH Greek coordinator. the final touches on Parents' for the UNH vs. Delaware · tour the 1ab but were unabJe.
Sciola said he was unaware Weekend last Thursday.
being pressed, said Murphy.
"Only 90 people can take part
football game. The total attendAccording to Murphy the of any charges being pressed at
Planners of various events - ance for the ganie was ov~r in the) ackson tour, but.we had
man can:ie to the pledge's dorm this ·time.
over 250 on the waitiag list!"
relied on increased organization 10,000.
Sciola's advice to the pledges and publicity~to make this year's
room and kidnapped her to the
"Most of the tickets ·we-re Mathieson said. "Next year we
White Mountains of New was, "Obviously not to go with Parents' Weekend a success.
boughtby parents or by students hope to be able to e~pand the ·
- anyone that_they don't know by
·
Hampshire.
This year was the first time for their parents," said Pam number of people attending that
Once she realized it was not_ ·name." ·
parents of upperclass students Binette of the ticket off ice. tour. We should make it 500 or
1
were notified through the mail "That is much higher_than last so."
Rich Langden, a Jackson Lab
the activities going on, ac- year for pre-game sales."
of
·
UNIVERS ITY OF NEW· HAMPSH IRE
On Friday; a large crowd empl<>yee commented that the
cording to Student Activities
gathered to watch the Men's tour is popular because -it inSecretary Cindy Mathieson.
"We've gotten lots of replies Soccer team battle with the volves a boat ride out into Great
.. ·
Bay._
from parents, both upperclass. University of Maine,.,
Durham
Paul Creative Arts Center _
The UNH Parents Associa- . "It's a big draw,the natural
Johnson Th~ter , _
· and freshmen, to reserve spots
on tours," said Mathieson. i tion, headed by Sue Smith, also peauty we have around .our
· "We've definitely contacted did much of the planning for campus," said Mathieson. "The
Parents' Weekend. The Pres- estuarine tour is unique because
more parents this year."
Book: Otto Harbach &
organization of the wee- - ident's Luncheon was hosted by it shows the parents the natural
e
Th
Frank Mandel
kend's activities was handled the Parents' Association and beauty of the area .from a new
Music: Vincent Youmans
through the Student proved to be a very popular vantage' point."
primarily
Lyrics: Irving Caesar &
Othe.r popular events this
,
Activities Office in the MUB. event.
.
Otto -Harbach
Direction: Carol Lucha-Burns
"We sold about 300 tickets weekend included a concert by
Ticket sales were also carried
·Choreography: Gay Nardone
out through the Field House for the luncheon this year. They the UNH Jazz Band and Vocal
Vocal direction: Kathleen Spillane
office and PCAC for concert sold quickly," sai~ Mathieson. _ · Ensemble, an art exhibition
Music direction: Ch~sto"pher Leavy
By far the most popular event featuring Japanese sculpture,
tickets.
Sept. 30 & Oct. 1 at 8:00 P.M.
According to UNH Sports . this year is the Jackson Estuarine and a tout of Channel 11.
Oct. 5.at 10:30 A,M, & 7:00 P.M.
Information, the athletic ~vents · Lab tour, :said Mathe~son. The
By M. Piper Allison
George E:R. Kinnear II has
been appointed the university's
executive vice president to
replace retiring Vice President
for Financial Affairs Alan
Prince.
Kinnear takes office
vember 1, when he will replace
the current vice president.
Kinnear, 60, comes to UNH
from Grumman Corporation in
Washington D.C., where he was
senior yice president.
:Jn a statement released from
Gordon Haala-nd's office, the·
president said that Kinnear will
be responsible for strengthening an.cl cq_o rdinatih'g financial
"and admfois frafiv-e functions -at the university.
"I am excited abour.the quality
· oUeadership d~~se _experienced
admini~ tra tors- offer the university," said Haaland, speaking
of Kinnear; Academic Vi~e
President Charles Owens; and
Thomas Fairchild, Dean of the
College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture; all newly appoint·
ed.
"They bring to their respective positions the tale_nt neces-

No-

MUB roof leaks finally seale d
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Oct. 6 at 7:00 P.M.
Oct. 7 &_8 at 8:00 P.M .

General: $7.50
UNH shldents, employees, alumni,
and seniors: $6.00
· Dinner Theater Packag!i! at the New
- England Center Restaurant
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 _· _
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ONT HES POT
· Do you feel that students (you) have a voic:e in the decisions made at

.

" Y ab, I think they should. It
depends on bow active you are.
I think s!udents have a capa;.
bility of being beard."

, Charlene Bernard
· Freshman
Occup. Therapy

. l .tN.H.?

"ltbink they do. Any university-'
or administration kn 't ,going :
to let student opinions overp~w~·
· · er other legitimate interests such'
as f acuity and the state. But this
being a state school, I think
students do have an input."

. .

"Of course. If it;s a valid decision, students should, have a say• .
Especially if you feel strongly
and don't think things are being
· handled properly. Students
should have a voice." ·

·

/

.

"Certainly. It is important.that
students help:make flecisi<>ns:on
c4mpus because they're. usually
. benefited from the decisions
· made~"-

Matt Pottier
Graham Sillima,n .

Nathalie Nadeau
Freshman

.: Grad. Student

Junior
Und. ·
English

J'
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OWner-tenant clash es defin ed

tenant in Dover, said, . .-My Exhibit- '!Women of Courage," an exhibit oflarge phbtogr-aphic
present landlord seems to know . portraits from the Black Oral History of the Schlesinger
real estate pretty well. However, · Library, Radcliffe Colleg~. ~o.rtraits of 10 o_utstanding b!ack
my last one was very irrespon- · women who have made s_igmfitant contnbut10ns to Amencan
society. Thompson Hall, M-F, 8-4:30 p.m. Thro 10/14.
sible and left us cold."
A Durham tenant, senior TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4
Elizabeth Thompson, said, 'Tve
only met iny landlord once. We CAREER OA Y- Over 60 companies represented. Granite
· rent from him, but he never State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Information: Career
Planning & Placerpent, 862-2010.
checks up on us. Sometimes it's
. .
hard to get in touch with him."
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES- "Qu,iet Sunrise" Part I, Forum
Stanhope said real estate is
. ·
·
a body of law that is constantly Room, Library, 7 p.m., $L
evolving, and landlords need FA CUL TY LECTURE SERIES"Excercise and Health:
to keep abreast of the changes.
An Ounce of Prevention," Robert Kertzer, professor of physical
"I would be interested in education. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m.
·
. taking such a class," Berton said.
"I tend to adt on what I perceive, SIDORE LECTURE SERIES- "Midwifing Traditions:
and then the interests of sur- Lessons from a Native American Women's Health Care
rounding neighbors. My per- Project,''. Katsi Cook. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m., free.
ception is that those laws are
to protect. tenants from being WEDNESDAY , OCTOBER 5
put out in the street.''
WOMEN'S STUDEIS BAG LUNCH SERIES- "The UNH
Lorraine Eastman of the · Conduct System and Violence against
Women," Cindy '
Cheney real estate office, which Garthwaite, Office of Student Affairs. Hillsbrough/Su llivan
owns several Durham rental Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.
properties, said she would l!lso
· MEN'S SOCCER- vs. Babson, 3:00 p.m.
be interested in the seminar.
"I regularly attend seminars
. to keep up with ·c urrent real FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES- "Zazie dans le Metro."
estate law. I also belong to Room ·110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
Multi-family Housing, an or- UNH THEATER & DANCE
PRODUCTIO N- "No, No,
ganization for landlords in this Nanette-'.' Paul.Arts, Johnson Theater
10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m.
state,". said Eastman. ~
"Whether people realize it THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6
or not, you' re always a tenant:to the bank, town or ·whatever,'' GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR- 60 graduate and professional
schools will be represented to answer quest10ns, MBA
Berton said.
programs and law schools too. Granite State Room, MUB;
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Info: Career Planning & Placement, 8622010.
.

By R. Scott Nelson
versity· of Maine and chief
Have you ever had a disagree- · appraiser for The Stanhope
ment with your landlord over Group consulting firm with 18
the lease?
'
years of real estate experience.
Did you wonder afterward 'if
Stanhope _said landlordhe or she really knew real estate _ tenant issues are particularly
law?
important in Durham because
With the theme of further of the amount of property
understanding in mind, the devoted to tenant ocrupancy.
UNH Department of ContinPaul Berton, a landlord rentuing Education is offering a new ing to 24 tenants -in Durham,
workshop for landlords entitled said, "Durham is a -very desire"Landlord.:_and Tenant: Rights, able area; Real estate· here is
Responsibilitie s, and lnterre- worth a lot. of- inoney: We
lationships". ·
landlords are not laughing .au ·
''Landlord and tenant issues the way to the bank." ,
are always current, especially
Berton said landlords inDurin an area like Durham," said ham have a special responsibilLinda Conti, DCE marketing ity because they are often the
and promotion director.
first ones ·students are involved
The workshop is designed to with in a binding agreemef)-t.
provide real estate professionals
"The. situation with students
and others in the field with an · is not the same as with the
update on New Hampshire couple with a baby I rent to in
statutes, cQurt cases and issues Portsmouth," Berton said.
that arise in the practice of • "I am glad to say that 90
renting property.
percent (of students) handle this
"I've been both a tenant and agreement very well," said
a landlord," Workshop Instruc- Berton. "As for the other 10
tor Peter Stanhope said. "The percent.. .irrational be~avior on
intent of the course is not to the part of my tenants 1s usually
polarize or strengthen one --. followed by i~~ational behavior
group or the other. It is to on my behalf.
,
address the problems of both
Problems and misunderstandsides.''.
ings are not exclusive to landStanhope, is an adjunct faculty lords i!l the rental relation~hip. ,
member ofUNH and the UniSenior Samantha Buch1ka, a

WOMEN'S TENNIS- vs. Dartmouth, Field House, 3:3<f
p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIU M- Open Forum on Undergraduate Teaching Innovations, Suggestions, and Concerns.
Room 101/102, Conant, 4-5 p.m. Open to public
UNH THEATER &.DANCE PRODUCTIO N- "No, No, .
Nanette." Paul Arts,Johnson Theater, 7 p.m.
·
MUSO FILM- "Inn:erspa~e." Strafford Room, MU~, 7 and
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
. .
.
,..._,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER7
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRy _:._ vs. Ma_ine, Field House,
3:30 p.m.
,
·
·
NH INTERNATIO NAL SEMINAR- "U.S.- Supported
State Terror: A History of Police Training in Latin America."
Marth Huggins, Union College, Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
UNH THEATER & DANCE PRODUCTIO N- "No, No,
Nanette." Paul Arts,Johnson Theater, 8 p.01. .
·
WRITERS CONFERENC E- Thru 10/9. Open to public . .
,Registration
and information:
862-1313.
_ ·
., ....
..
.. -~..
- Call Enp;lish Dept
-..
.,....
·~--- .... '

' ••
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Student Body President Wendy Hammond discusses how people perceive a female student
leader. (photo py Sharon Donovan)

S'·s p·_- '·a d.d ress· es· -w ome:n's 1·s·s -u es .

'
·
By Susan Flynn
sive, people think confidence,"
Student Body President Hammond said. "But women
Wendy Hammond said she who act this way are bitches. It's
notices during conversation that . the same everywhere.''
·
males often make more eye
The biggest proble-in Hamcontact with Vice President mond sees on this campus for
· Mike Rose than herself.
women is differences in pay.
''It's frustrating," Hammond
"Men make more money,"
said. 'Tm not sure if they feel Hammond said. "It's a fact.
more confident in Mike, but I Women make a lot of less
am always fighting for eye money, and I think it gives
corita~t."
students a bad message that
She continued by talking their job is less important, and
about studies pe_rformed in doesn't deserve as much mocollege classrooms across the ney.''
country which have proved male
She hopes that if the senate
professors give more eye contact puts pressure on President
. to other men in the class, and Gordon Haaland and members
take their questions with more of the administration , some- .
gravity.
thing will be done about the pay
"I don't think UNH is the discrepancies.
only place that is seeing this
Also, the senate is looking to
problem,'' Hammond said.
place a student senator on the
According to Hammond, ste- Women's Commission to proreotypes sometimes affect 'the mote better communicatio n
; way people perceive her and betwee,n. the two groups on
Rose...
..,w9men s issues.
,
_"Whenever ni~n are aggres- _ Hammond does not believe
-- "~I
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b
that there ave een more
assaults this year than in the
past~ but simply that people ate
reporting them more. _
"I think because of SHARPP
(Sexual Harassment and Rape
Prevention Program) and other
things, the women feel it is
easier. to report-(an assault),"
Hammond said.
"People are freer and more
confident to say, 'These are my
rights, and I have been vi.9,lated,"' Hammond said.
· Hammond a:nd the senate are
fo the pro_c ess of planning a
course· for freshmen that would
cover such problems as acquaintance rape.
On the issue of acquaintance
rape, Hammond believes the
university has made a serious
effort to educate the students.
She does not see the administration as a bunch of "bad
guys." "I honestly believe they are
trying to do the right thing,"

;,G _./ .,,

.

e Net;V Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published ilnd distilibuted semi-weekly throughout the acad_emi~. yea{ Our offices are located" in ltoom 151 of the-Memorial l[nion Building , UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. Businfss Ofice hours: Monday.lf riday 10am-3pm. Academic year' subscripti-on: $24.00. Thira class postage

.
' · Hammond said. "But so are we,
and -sometimes our approaches
clash.''
Hammondi was excited that
a woman was offered the po.:.
sition of executive vicepresident, "but unfortunately
she turned it down.''
Hammond feels there is definitely a problem at Health
Services if women have to wait
up to two months for birth
control.
"People are not going to stop
having sex, because they have
' to wait until November," Hammond said. She is involved in a relationship thi~ semester, but she
doesn't see her boyfriend threatened by her position.
- "He is .taking the semester
off, and so he doesn't have to
hear people saying, 'Oh, you're
Wendy Hammo11:d's boy)
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friend.'"
Hammond agrees that if he
were to come back to school it
could be difficult for .him.
"I think it would be tough,",
Hammond said, "especially on
his male ego."
Hammond laughed about one
male student's comments at the
Speak Out on Friday. She understood what Randy Spartichino was trying to s~y about the
white male having it the toughest.
"I think he mea.nt that it is
hard to always be _tough, never
cry and .have this air of machoness," ·Hammond said.
"Women are more rational
and can be more open with their ·
feelings." She continued, "I
think we are lucky.''
_:]deali~!icall y, our goal this _
1
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OTICES
ACADEMIC

PRE-MEDICAL/PRE-DENTAL INFORMATIONAL MEETING: Conducted by Prof. John
Rouman Chairmari of the Pre-medical/ Pre-dental
Advisory Committee. Members introduced andinformation on procedures and requirements .for
admission to medical and dental schools will be
discussed. All interested students are welcome . ·
Wednesday, October 5 in the Forum Room, Dimond
Library, 7 p.m. ,
·
ATHLETIC/RECREATIONAL .
OPENING OF SNIVELY ARENA: SNively Arena
will be available for open skating beginning October
29th.

CO-REC VOLLEYBALL ROSTERS: Rosters are
due on October 10th at the MANDATORY
Captain's Meeting -6:00 p.m. in the Carroll/ Belknap
Room in the MUB. Games begin October 18th.
For more information, contact denise at..862-2031.
./
\

GENERAL
CAMPUS RECYCLING: ·o rganized by GAIA
and Great Bay Food Coop. Adopt a building!
W:E are looking for one or more ~ople from every
. campus building to take responsibility for a can- .
collection box. This would involve monitoring
the box, and bringing bags of cans to the cenfral
storage-area on ·campus and/or arranging pickup.
Call Dan, Sue or Kim, 862-3033(day), 436-1039
or 742-3683(night)
·
MORTAR BOARD HONOR SOCIETY: COme
:, help get this year off to great. start! Tuesday,
October 4th~ Carroll Room, MUB, 7 p;m: · · "

a

TUESOAY NIGHT LIVE: Campus Crusade ~f
Christ. All are invited to our ~eekly meeting
for fun and fellowship. Tuesday, October 4, Room
104, NH Hall, 7 p;m. . ..
_ ·
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP~ A non-profit retail
and preorder food store_offe.ring bulk grains,
granola, cheeses and much ·more; Wednesdays~ ·
H:~bb~d Hall, 4:30 - 7 p·.-m. 1
•
·
~ATIONALASSOCI.ATION 'OF Acco'uN~
'F;ANTS: S·p onsored ·by Accounting Students
.Associ~tion .. Paula Amato, National Association
ofAcco-µ-nt~n~s, sp~aks on the benefits of NAA'- ·
11\ernbership for ~piring accoun(ants l$l.._ business
p~ofessionals. Thursday, October 6, McConnell
H~ll, 7-9 p.m.
·
BIBLE STUDY: ·A general overview study of ·
the scriptures. Newcomers welcome! Meet at
Waysmeet Protestant Student Center, 15 Mill
Rd., Thursdays, 7 p.m.

Edwards returns
tips taught, to him

TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at th~ NonTraditional Student- Center, Pettee House, noon .
to 1:30, $1 a slice and some of the best company
around. .
·

By Karen Hal!lilton
due to deadlines.
An editor' once t,o ld ].:ick
"Sometimes you could be'
Edwards that he should write ed}~ting during the one minute
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Inforhis feature so that a housewife ~n;.ak before your piece is supmation _and meeting confirmation: 742-2002-, Ext.
. in ·. the next room washing ~ to air," said Edwards.
512, Fridays, Conference· Room, 2nd Floor, Health
dishes, with screaming kids
· Many writers, said Edw~rds,
SErvices, 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
running around, would under - do not take advantage of their
MEETINGS
stand it.
·
medium artd just do what is
Edwards refused.
called video wallpapering.
·
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: To watch vidoes . .
"If you staq out shooting low,
"They just use voice tracks
Tuesday, October 4th, Light.Horse Barn Classroom
you won't get people to meet and a picture without tying any
8p.m.
.
·
'
you haffway," said Edwards. "I of it together," _said Edwards.
.
,
reach as high as I can."
"But you do have an audio
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING: Focus
-Jack Edwards, a 1979 UNH channel and the picture so~e.,,
will be o~ Ir~n. A former prisoner of conscience,
gradua't~, shared his qroadcast- times overpowers everythio.g." I
. RezaJalah, will speak. All are welcome! Wednesday,
October 5, Rm . .128, Hamilton Smith, 7;p.m.
ing ,experience and attitude
Edwards cited the time a
' towards writing with Susan w0ma_n ol.ympi<;: sider lost a ski
SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY ORGANIZAEdwa.rds' prose writing class -during. competition. _She hap,TIONAL MEETING: Wednesday, October 5th,
yesterday in Hat;nilton-Smith p~n~d. to stop about_three feet
(:;-rafton Room; MUB, 9:15 p.m.
.
_.·
hall.
,.·. .
from,an effect.s microphone, .
Edwards' interest ' in broad- sobbing so hard'. that .she' could
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION:Join
the fun, meet n~w people and be a pan of the gang! . casting began ~hen he did the ' hardly breathe . ,Edwards said
' play by play reports for UJNl-i that ABC sports bro.a dcas(er
Thursdays, Catholic Student Center, 8 to 9:15 p.m.
hockey an.cl. the sports news for FraµkGifforcl. made. the mistake
DEMOCRATIC STUDENT ORGANiZA TION.
WUNH. Edwards also wrote of talking over a potentially very
MEETING: Upcoming activities relating to the
sports for the New Hampshire. , .effective piece. ,
_
Democratic Presidenti~l, Gubernatorial, and
Because Edwards' "love" was · Natural sound,· which is wha(
Congressional races will be discussed and planned:
play by play reporting, he chose · you g~ther in the field, s·hows ·
Interested students encouraged to attend. Thursdays,
broadcasting over newswriting the audience and m:akes them
_
.
Rm. 140, Hamilton-Smith, 7 p.m,
as a career.
feel that they ar~ there, said
"You are· not allowed to do Edwards.
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
that.(play by play) i_n a n·e wsOne of the h~rdest things to
paper," said Edwards.
, do, E4wards said_,_is to capture
No~-credit cours~s a?e free of charge. Registe.r
onlme on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
Edwards ·also 'likes having :people as their natural selves.
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
most of the control when. it
"Th~ photographer is trying._
Prompt ($). CUFS users should tab down to
comes to his sto;ies. 'the-pro- t? capture t~at, huprnr,i expe~ ,
· OthetServices on the menu and type "TRAINING".
ducer has control over how loQ.g -· nenc~ ..Sometup.es ;you get ba.ck·.
Call 3667 to register if you do not have access to
it i~, 1:mt a\l ther~~ea,;ch and style a11,g you·dc;m'thave th~ piece tha~the above. All classes are held in Room 7 Hamilton
is left_ up to him. . ·.
thougb,t yciu had," S\;1-iQ Ed'Y~rds, ;
Smith, unless otherw(se stated.
' ;'
"First you have to figure out . . In ordej to write' spo..rts· well; ·
what you.like ap.d do best, and said Edwards, you have \o .o b- .
',, ❖AX/VMS: Basic c;oncepts ·of the VAX/VMS
.p,_p.er,ti.r;ig systc;m,-, including the default environme.IJ.L,.,, ;_; th,~n ,. y;qv,J~gµr,e, oµr ,how, io :ge,t. . s~r;.se .a~:ro_µ~h.£\5, ,Y,o u S<Jt1, 1,",;'.• ;:,,
given -fO e~ch_ new user, and an overview of
paid for it," said Edwards, who
"'I take ·at 1east nine pages'of
commands, software, and,u~ilities available on
currep.r-ly/ ~orks f.o,;r \W~EV, ' notes about things that are
· Hilbert. Prerequisit@: OQne_., Monday, October, 10, .....
channel 7; rn Boston.
~
,,,- ·, · going" on "around 'me;" ''said
·9 a.m·. to noon.,
·
Edwards' advice on-. the best Edwards. "The piece will be
' .
way to get into televisi9n is ·to much richer."
MACINTOSH TERMlNALEMULATORS: A brief
Ed watds .quoted fame-cl
be a writer.
_
review of terminal emulation a·s well as what to
"There is a need for people - sportswri-ter Red Smith who
look for in selecting an emulator. Emulators .
who can express themselves · said, "Writing is easy. You just
s_upported by U nive.r'sity Computing will be
well,"_ Edwards said. "Often I let the drops of blood drip out
demonstrated and Several ·unsupported emulators
will be mentioned. Prerequ.isite:•'Usiing·a Macintosh
there 1s the _pressure to reach · of your forehead and on to_the
or equivalent expedence. Friday, October 14, ,lfor the lowest common denom- page."
.
.
4· .m.
I inatot or to write at the fourth ' Edwards knows that feeling
grade level." '
.
I .well. "Sportswriters for tele- ,
. He said that you spend more vision are not only playwrights,
time talking about a good inovie but actors." said Edwards. .
than you do actually watching
"You have to writefrom'your
it, and that a good television heart, stick to your guns and
piece ·s h_~:mld do the same thing. · never conform;-'' said Edwards. ·
·Edwards . also said that a "I have, and never had to
story's quality is often_cut short apologize for it.".
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R,.oad Trip To UVM
·- For Delta Psi's

<>

0
16th Annual OCTOBERFEST
.
.

.

.

when: .Oct.8th, 12p.m.-6p.m~

AfterUNHvs. UVM"Soccer
Team, #1 in N.~.
_.ere.·

with.·
. .I

EVERY QUITTER IS A WINNER.

The Great American Smokeout ..Nov. 17.

+

61 Summit St.,
Burlington,VT·
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Fraternity Bids Ni9ht dries 'Up ' SHO RTS
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By Jill VanLokeren

forum that permits everyone
It is that time of year again . to meet each other, The Greek
when the fraternities choose system is breaking the law-by
their fall pledge classes. For the · serving minors and it's dangerentire Greek system, this is one ous, he stressed.
· The university is no longer
of the largest celebrations of
going to ignore this fact, he said:
the year. It is Bids Night.
On Friday October 7, the Adding that each chapter is
sororities will go around to each going to have to make a decision.
, If a chapter chooses to serve
fraternity on a timed rotation
alcohol, then it's sending the
schedule.
Bids Night was originated to message that they'll accept all ·
introduce the fraternity and . of the consequences of that
sorority plegdes to one another, action, Sciola stated.
,
Fraternities as well as sororaccording to Sciola.
"The original purpose of Bids ities are going to be held accounNight is to introduce the new table, he said: He warned that
pledges to each other and that's if someone gets picked·up, they_
fine," Mike Sciola, Greek Coor- will be asked, "where was the
'
dinator, said.
_last place you drank?"
Tlre social policy this year will
Sciola said he has no problems
with the purpose of Bids Night, not require the registration of
but he is concerned with the . the parties during -Bids Night
traditions that have come to be hours, roughly 7-12. If a house
_ wants to be open to non-Greeks
associated with Bids Night.
"It has turned into something afterwards, it will need to be
registered.
that is not fine" he said.
Sciola stressed his concern
Fraternities and sororities
intentionally allow pledges to for and about people. The
participate in the alcohol asp~cts university isn't out to cut down
of Greek life knowing that they on fun, he said, adding, "a law
are under age, said Sciola. This is a law."
is when Bids Night becomes a . "The univers-ity also isn't
trying to make decisons for 'you,"
difficult situation.
Sciola said that the purpose . he .said. Everyone has to decide
of Bids Night is for the male for themselves, but you can't
and female Greek pledges to ignore state law, Sciola stated:
Dan Fasciano, president of
meet each other, and that alcohol makes ·it more difficult. He lnterfraternities Council (IFC)
added that alcohol is used as a and a Sigrµa Beta brother, would
tool to help make the meeting like to see Bids Night as a low
process easier, but the night fails risk. He suggests that no house
to accompiis.b what people .open up afterwards .to nonintended it to, because of the Greeks_.He thinks it should only
be open to Greeks and .if it is
alcohol. •
Sciola supports pro~iding a - open, then there should be an
1

1

invite list along with the reg·
istration.
Little sister organizations
won't be allowed to participate
in Bids Night this year, Fasciano
said. The university doesn't
recognize little sister organizations as Greek. They are
student organizations, but they
_are not Greek, he said.
Fasciano said he is excited
about Bids .Night. He stressed
the unity that can result ffom
the night.
"Let's realize that we are all
friends ultimately and we all
need each other," said Fasciano.
· Peter Getman, President of
Acacia said Acacia will not serve
alcohol to minors. Everyone will
be carded as they go in the door,
he said.
-Getman said alternate beverages and food will be offered.
"We can't mess around anymore. The administration came
down hard and told us how they
feel," he stressed. Acacia will
be open afterward to Greeks
only, and the same rules will
apply he said.
John Barry, President of Pi
Kappa Alpha said he hoped the
sororities will already have
marks whether or not they are
of age. For those that are not
of age, he said, alternative
beverages will be available.
Pi 'Kappa Alp~a will not be
open to non-gr~eks, and the
same drinking niles will apply.
With these restrictions, IFC
hopes to maintain some of the
traditions of Bids Night while
· following administrative reg1
ulations.

COMMUNITYNEWS
PUBLIC SREVICE ANNOUNCEMEN T:

Registration for new voters and correction oJ
the checklist will be held on Tuesday, October 18,
from 7-9 p~m:., and on Saturday, October 29, from
11 a.m. to 12 noon. The Supervisors of the Checklist
will be at the Durham Town Hall and proof of
citizenship is required for new voter registration.
This includes a birth certificate, passport, oi
naturalization papers. Current checklists are posted
at the _Town Hall, the Post Office, and Memorial
Building.

COOBSES
GRAPHICS ART COURSE:.

A publication design course is pr~sently being 9ffered
by the University of New ,Hampshire's Division
of Continuing Education. The class will be held
on Saturday, October 8 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m .. To
register call the UNH Division of Education .at '
(603) 862-4015.
GRAPHICS ART COURSE:

'Design and Visual Communication' is a course
currently provided by UNH'.s Division of Continuing
Education. Class~s will be held Thursdays, October
6 through Ovctober 10 from 7-9 p.m.. To register
contact the UNH Division <;>f Continuing Education
:· at (603) 862-2015.
WATERCOLOR PAI~TING COURSE:

·· Let UNH's Division of Continuing Education
find the artist in you. 'Introduction to WatercolorPainting', a course currently being offered, teacches
the basics of composition,, color, and light. Classes.
will be held on Tuesdays, October 4 through
November 22 from 7-9:30 p.m. To register contact
the UNH Division of Continuing Education at (603)
862+2015.

- - - - - - H O U S I N G _____ ____
the.New Student Housing Committee, told the Senate, "We
were very ignorant" about the
environmental aspects of the
site. She said Sanborn told the
committee they have no say in .
site matters, just the physical
·
buildin .
"We~re really 1u the middle
of everything," she said. Polak
and other s·e nators voiced opposition to the proposed site
because of environmental concerns.
According to Polak, the residents of.the proposed facility
. would most likely be upperclassmen. She also said it was mentioned that _Thompson School
students mighf get preference.
"We were aware of the site.
However, we weren't aware of
the impact," she said.
Polak said there was a possibility of a student referendum
on the issue, but said everything
has to be di'scussed first. "Things
aren't in stone right now," she
said.
Sanborn said the planning for
the fac;.ility is still in the preliminary stages, with final plans
due to the Trustees in Jan. 1989.
The entire project is currently
scheduled to.be completed by
fall of 1990.
Architects are doing soil
samples on a 25-acre -parcel of
land behind parking lot A, but
Sanborn said the site itself will
be much . smaller, about five
acres. "We don't have at this
point a specific site location."
"There's not an intent 'to take
away the equestrian trails" or
disregard the environmental
_. i,mpact of the site~ ~anborn said.
1

(continued from page 1)
"Regardless of where you put students Julie Stidder and Mike
housing, there's going to be McSheehan), recommending
some kind of impa~t. What we two sites, either in the area
have to do is manage that."
beyond A-lot or ~ther up Mast
Sanborn said there are three Road beyond the Thompson
areas the architects believe School.
should be preserved for UNH's
Sanborn said in December of ·
long-term plans, the ravine area 1987, he submitted a report with ·
behind the MUB, the College · formal recommendations to
Woods, and the old reservoir Warner Jones (SBP), Sabra
near the proposed site.
Clarke (SBVP) and the commitSanborn said the architects tee students.
fee, "it is possible to hav-e a
In May 1988, Sanborn said he
project out in that area without gave the trustees' ad hoc cominterfering ... with the environ- mittee on student residences a
. ment in that area."
"preliminary outline o.f what
"We want something that is we as ~ university were thinking
close to camp!}S," he said, which about.
means additional parking will
During the May 18 trustees'
also )le necessary.
meeting, at which Sanborn said
"Students (in leadership po- O'Connell was present, the
sitions) have been aware of that trustees "conceptually" accepted
_area" for the past year, he said.
proposals for two sites and
According to Sanborn,. the authorized $500,000 for archiNew Housing Advisory Com- tectural designs.
mittee was .charged with idenIn June, the university d'istifying the issues about the cussed the impact·of th~ facility
proposal. He said he asked the with the trustees and said it
committee to talk to Life Science would be back with a formal
& Agriculture people and others proposal at the Sept. 14 meet- ....concerned about the environ- jng.
mental aspects.
Azzi hired an architectural
Sanborn said students have firm, as a consultant, to do
been involved with the decision- preliminary feasibility studies
making process right from the on the sites. The firm
start.
recommended the site east of
In the fall of 1986, the bur- the old reservoir, so it was
ham Town/Gown committee propo'sed on Sept. 14.
established a Student Relations
Sanborn stressed that the
Task Force (of which then-SBP studies on the proposed si(e are
Jay Aplondi was a member), still in the early.stages, and since
which recommended new and · the final report is due in January,
affordable student housing to there is still a long way to go.
be completed for Nov. 1987.
"I believe we have done what
One year ago, Sanborn estab- is reasonable," he said.
lished the New Student Ho.using
Committee (which -included .
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MIDWIFING LESSONS:

"Midwifing Traditions: Lessons from a Native
American Woman's Health Care Project/'. a lecture
by Katsi Cook will open the University of New
Hampshire's Saul O Sidore Lecture Series on October
4 at 8 p.lJl. in the Strafford Room of the UNH
Memorial Union Building. All lectures in the
yearlong .series are free and open to the public and
~ will be translated for the hearing impaired.

SEMINDS
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR:

"The U.S. and International Security in Latin'
America: Police Training Programs," will be
discussed at the New Hampshire International
Seminar to be held at 4 p.m., October 7 at the Elliot
Alumni Center. Martha Huggins of Union College
will present a seminar paper as the series attemts
to bring together univers.ity faculty, students, and
the public to discuss foreign affairs. For more
· information on the seminar series, or to receive
advance copies of ·seminar papers, contact the ·
university's Center for International Perspective
~t (603) 862-2398:

EXHIBITS
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBI'I;:

A photog-raphic exhibition of American black
women, "Women of Courage," will be on display
in the UNH Thompson Hall until October 14. The
·e xhibit of 56 color photographs is free and open
to the public, Monday -through Friday, 8 a.m. to
·
4:30 p.m.
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.EICEBCISE
EXERCISE AND.HEALTH:
"You don't think about brushing your teeth .
morning and night. You shouldn't. have to think
about exercising either/' says Robert Kertzer,_ an
exercise physiolpgist and UNH professor phys1Cal
education. As-part_of the university's Faculty Lecn:1re
Series Ketzer will discuss how regular exercise
~an h~lp . prev_e nt the onset of disease~ His.
presentation, "Exercise and Heahh: An Ounce of
Prevention," will~be held Tuesday, October 4, 7:30
p.m .. at the Elliot Alumni Center . .·•

MEN'S AEROBICS:
Robert Ottis, founder of "Real Men So Aerobics",
. will be presenting an hour long masterclass at
Greenleaf Woods f~cility in Portsmouth N.H., Friday
October 7 at 6 p.m.. The class, sponsored by SANTE
(Seacoast Aerobis Network For Training and
Education) and Greenleaf Woods is $10.00 and is
open to the public. Sign-up by calling SANTE, 7420866, or Greenleaf Woods, 436-6664, or register
at the door.

::.:;.;;;
·Now Is )401Jr chance to ta~k at>c;>ut

R
~

ETAIL MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNfflES
with OSCO DRUG

If you're Interested In ~II
management as a career, then Osco
Drug Is the company for you! .
Osco Drug, one of the largest retail drug chains in the na- ·
tion, can put your talents, skills, and drive on the road t9 ~99~
cess. If you have an interest, background, training orJelJi.p.'fifr,i
tion in retail management, we have the career yq9;yfbeeij/

:,htt!~(ffeff.j~fri~;

and development of people, to the
)~tially every item, the Osco .management team .
''"'a gr.eat deal of autonomy in their stores. Find out ·
're· about an Osco Drug management career. We w.ill be
on campus for a presentation:

Fr~elance journalist Danny Korem provided a revealing act to expose super.natural frauds. ·
(p~oto by Chris Gamache)

M'a gic proven to be illusions
By Caryl A. Calabria

ited," and how to make one trick, he made six cards seemDanny Korem has made a life believe he has supernatural .)ngly disappear into thin air.
Korem said he "has looked
out of playing cards.
. powers. .
According to Korem, his for 15 years to find .someone
Actually, working with cards
and other magical · illusions message to students is from with ESP ( extra sensory perhelps Korem show people that Proverbs 1:23: "Preserve sound ception) and hasn't found
supernatural powers do not judg~ent and discernment; do anyone yet." ' ·
Korem became interested in
exist and the mind is easily not let them out of your sight, ·.
. magic when he was 'n ine years
they will be life for you." ·
deceived.
11
Be also encouraged students old. He th'e n got into investi,ln a pr~sentation on Friday
.entitled "Religious Fraud and . to stay informed on current · gating and publishing his findings. Korem himself doesn't
The Supernatural," Korem, one · events.
His statement referred to the believe in psychic powers, but
of the only independent investigative journalists in the U.S., fact that more than· half of the believes the mind can be ma·
focused on different trends of audience of 25-30 people was nipuJated easily.
He has created and perfected
deception 1in society. He dis- unaware of world events. Kocussed miracle .healing, sup- rem was taken aback by the these "tricks" and actually spent
posed supernatural, powers and · audience's lack of knowledge seven years on one of them until
·
so-called psychics who claim in world events. ·
he got it right.
_ He has a TV special entitled ·
Korem's shbw, supported by
they can predict the 'future.
Korem works to expose peo- the Campus Crusade for Christ; · "Psychic Co.n fession." He al~o
ple who claim to have super- drew a small-crowd, but the · has authored a book .entitled
audience gave Korem a standing Powers: Testing the Psychic and
-~ natural powers.
Kotem stated that "60 per- ovation at the end of his pres- / Supernatural.A new TV show
by the name of "Miracle Heal- ·
cent of every audience believes entation.
.
.· · ·
I have powers." ,
Korem presented tricks and ing: Testing the Psychic and
He said he has studied how illusions that would lead people Supernatural" .is also expec;ted
the mind can be "short circu- tg believe he has powers. In one soon. ··

Wednesday, October 5th

.

7:-00 p.m.-9:00p.m . .

Elliott Alumni Center, 1940 Room

We will be back on campus Tuesday, November 1st to con~
duct initial interviews.
If~ are unabld to attend, please send your resume to: Osco
Drug, Recruiting Department, 1818 Swift Drive, Oak

''To be. effe.ctive, ,le_gal edu..cation
a sharecrentetp.ris~. '' ."
must -be :~
\

Brook, IL 60521. We are an egua! opportunity employer m/f: .

OscoDrug
Count on peopl": wlto care. ·

. ,. '

·.

'

.

'--',...

.

'

Ra,nald .Blanchette
· Assistant- Dean and Director of Admissions
.'. 8.A., Central Connecticut State University
M.P.A., University of Hartford
. .
.J.O., Temple University 1-984 .
Dean Blanchette joined the administration of
Western New England College School of Law
in May, 1986, after having held an administrative position in the Office of the Chief Court
.· ;,
Administrator of the Connecticut · Judicial
i . \\
Department. ·oean Blanchette has held a riumber of judicial administrative positions including assistant to the ~hief court administrator
for' the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas and law clerk to the
chief.court administrator of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

Meet with Dean-Blanchette.
to learn mor.e about our Law School, where faculty
and students work together toward a common goal.
- Graduate School Fair, Thursday, October 6; 1988
_from 10:00 - 2:00 p.m., M.U.B. - Granite State Room
We invite applications from all persons regardless of race, gender, or handicap.

(!lIJ

School ef LatU .
•estena Dem England eellege
. 1215 Wilbraham Road Springfi!3ld, MA 01119 413-782-1406

\
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UNH hosts horse trials
By Thea M. Favaloro
Horses and riders from
throughout New Englad ~nd
Eastern Canada arrived in Dur~am last, weekend to compete
m the horse trials held at UNH' s
. .
horse stables. ·
The trials are student organ. ized, by Animal Science 402,

_which. •II! a horsemanship .class,

Animal Science 653, the Instruc- _day military event. Today it is
tor's course, and the Horseman's an International as we11 as
· Olympic sport.
-club.
Eighty nine riders of varied
The competition is a triphasal
event which consists of dressage ages and abilities competed in
tests, ~nd cross country jumping the two day event. Prospective
and show jumping tests. Accord- students entered as well as
ing to Janet Briggs, director of Olympic level riders, according
the event, the competition to Amy Dickens, a teacher in
originated in Europe as a three the riding program.
'

Horses lept through the cross-country course during international competition. (photo by_ Jennife_r Bowes) _ . .
The organizers of the event
were pleased with .the turnout, .
attributing it to the beautiful
weather as well as its coinci- ·
dence with parents wee.k~nd.
The trials are held. bianually,
once in the fall, usually in the
first weekend of October, and
once in May. Alumni make up
a large part of the audience. "To·
many alumni," ,,.o bserved
Dickens, "this is homecoming."
Tq.e competitioµs may·have
been a succes~ this . year, buf

UNH Horse Trials cleared .hurdles this past weeke~d. (Debbie Hopkins photo)

'
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those involved are worded
. abouut its further existance.
They fear this spring may be
the last horse · trials, as · the
proposed dorm site would in- .
terf~re with the cross country
course. "You could equate this
to building a dorm in the middle
··of the football field arid then
teHing the players to play
~ound it," Dickens said. "It
would have a tremendous im·
pact on our program."
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(continued from page 5) ·

BURGER

KING

Where PEOPLE

COUNT

Our Restaurant in the -OurMm ar~a is looking
for you. If you are the type of person who likes
serving customers the way you like: being served
when dining out. please apply in person, Monday through Friday; Mill 'Road_._Hours tror:n 10
AM. on. Several openings available to meet
your needs. 1 shift per week or $·Shifts: •
Part Time-Full Time
Customer Service
Food Preparation

BURGER

KING

·.Excellent hourly rates based on experience
.
and ava1l_abilit_y.
• Health and Disability Insurance.
. • Uniforms
• Incentives
• Merit increase every 6 IT!0nths
•_ Paid Vacatior,s
• Profit. Sharing

and a friendly work environment

Closers
Lunch Help

Apply in pen1011 ·
at th•
Durham Burger Kl~ Restaurant.
/ .
1 Mill Road Plaza.

Where PEOPLE

- COUNT

Equal ()pponunity Employer MFHV ·

semester is to have ev~ryone
work on broadening. their horizons," Hammond said. "Sometimes I wonder if it is a contradiction because I am in a
sorority. This is inclusive."
She said she understands why
people sometimes feel threa- .
ten~ by the Greek system.
"It has its goods and its bads,"
Hammond said. "But it definitely has helped me form some
really special friendships."
Hammond added that, " fraternities seem to be raking a
closer look at themselves."
"As society takes a closer look
at date rape," Hammond said, ·
"so will everyone else."
· - Hammond wonders sometimes. about how people will ·
react if she messes anything up.
"Hopefully people won't
think it is because I am a female
and generalize," said Ham·
mond.
. Ham.mol!_d _hopes the student

body perceives her as agood role
·
··
model. .
"It may &ound queer, but I ·
really hope people will just come
by and tal" to me," Hammond
said. "I know it has been said
before, but, well, I really mean
~
it."
She is optimistic about her
qualifications for president.
"I see myself as equal as any
male on this campus, and so far
I have been treated pretty much
that way," Hammond said. "I don't pretend to have all
the answers, .but I want to help
and listen."

-B RAZIL---i

~

1

(continued from page 2)

is involved in research on coastal
decoiriposition in the tropica.l .
.
regions of Brazil.
"With funding from the Na- .
tional Science Foundation (NSF) research on the conditions of estuaries and respiration of bacteria in the waters
is now.in the works," Hines said.
. Hines submitted a proposal
Friday to the NSF to acquire
more funding for further re·· ·
·
search.
the proattributes
Hines
gram's success to the active
~nvolv~ment of faculty, members
m t!)e science and engineering
department, and the university
as a whole. -

regnant.
-;., N,eed: H~lp?_
-

Seacoast , ·
...
Crisis Pregnancy Center ·
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL

We've reformed the

correction system.
Prisoners of old-fashioned great features on the XL 2500correction systems, freedom is like the Spell-Right™ 50,000
- word electronic dictionary, full
here. _
Smith Corona's Correcting · line cofrectiqn, WordEraser®
. and more~
-Cassette .means an end to
· You might expect a type-_
fumbles.
and
·twists, tangles
this sophisticated to cost writer
It's an easy-to-lo.ad, drop-in
correction tape you can insert in a bundle, but the XL 2500 is
surprisingly afford~ble.
mere seconds. ·
All of which makes it
to
spools
no
There\ire
of the best values
one
unwind: No c_otnplicated thre~dyou can find tqday.
ing. No more muttering under
Ca~e closed.
your breath. It's that simple.
is
siinple
as
just
What's
.
our Right Ribbon System:M It
simply prevents you from
using the wrong combination
of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
.
You'll find our Correcting .
Cassette and Right Ribbon
SMITl-t
System on the Smith Corona
.CORON~
.
.
XL 2500 typewriter
m-.•011\miWififl.00:
· You'll also find .lots of other
\

For more information o~ this product, write to Smith Cqrona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona (Canada Ud.), -.40 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canad3: MIB IY4.
·

·

pregnancy resting
.rnunceling & information
·
.practical support ·

We Care!

HOTLINE 749-4441
90 Washingmn Streer
Suice ·306 R, Dover.NH

Voice

Your
Opinion

-submit
to

the

Forum
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ooN·T WAIT!
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOL IOAYSRIound ~,rip

Olfa o/ S ~ Aaw~
126 MtlE
~~',,f~, Q~ 14-,J.

St•rting at

From BOSTON ,

398
488
598
409
349
1028

LONDON
PARIS
ROME
CARACAS
ST. THOMAS
SYDNEY

T•••s

OcJober 17-22

aa~~-~ ~!

• Giant Twister Game

C•II for the FREE CIEE Student
BOSTON

:::,~~~!asant

St.

.

.....--

,

~

.

_·

- -_.,.....~...---

.

I

Tues, Thurs, 2pm•4:30pm . · .•

~

.

(sponsored by Sigma Iota Sigma) ·

!

• Wacky Olympics

617-2664926

729 Boylston St.
CAMIAIDQE .
1384 Mass. Ave.

#

.

REGISTER NOW FOR.THE FOLLOWING EVENTS:

P•••••

Tr•v•I C•t•lof

.

.

not mt:.luded.
ALSO: Work·Studv AbrOMI. Langu•g•
Courses Int'/ Student,JO . ·Youth
' Hos tel
EURA IL Paues issued on th• spot!

-~

.

.

Mon, Wed, Fri, 9am-11am

(sponsored by UNH Cheerleaders and Freshman Camp)

617-497-1497
413-256-1261

• Banner Contest

I
§

1

(teams of 10)*
)
(
anyone
(teams of 6 )* ,
(anyone)
· (anyone)

(sponsored by the Panhellenic Council)

•Bed Races

(teams of 6)*

· (sponsored by Student Coalition for the Homeless)
funded-by PFO

•T-Shirt Contest
• Float Contest & Parade

date
1 /
T
...... ues. -·O 18
..... .Wed. 1'0;19
. ...... Thurs. 10/20
...... Thurs. 10/20
...... Fri. 10/21
...... Fri. 10/21

r-· · . ·. ·

Want to play, Out don't hl!ve a team? Just show up and we'll find one for you! ·

~fba~~-

.

,

'

FRE'E

i
- - - - ,J

·

.

registration fee
FREE ·

FREE

$5.00
-$10.00

j

· ·

,

.

,

. $5.00

Al02
. Intro. to '"rhe Short Story When Carla told me rhat my date
was a little short; I thought she was
talking dollars and cents, not feet and
inches.-So_ there I was at the door., in
my spiked heels, staring at the top of
my date's head .
. All I could think was, how do I
get myself out of this? I could imagine
how my legs would ache if I had to walk
around with my knees bent all evening.
So to stall for time, while fig,uring
out how to fake malaria, I made us
·
some Double Dutch Chocolate.
When I brought it into the living
room, I discovered that Gary was
a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
,
after my own heart. Okay, I decided Hi give him a chance. So we
sat down and saw each other faceto-face for the first time. He had a
nic;e smile.
· After s·o me small talk-I mean
conversation-I discovered that we
both love Updike, hate the winter
weather, and both have minia2.
ture schnauzers. So, we made
a date to introduce Shadow
and Schatzi next week . .
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General Foods® International Coffees.
.... " ,
Share.the.feelin g, __. .
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Youn 9' s Restaurant
& Coffe ~ Shop ,
lnc.
MUBPUB
. 7:3fbm-3:00pm Monthy thru Thursday
7:3fbm-2:30pm Friday

Breakfast
Hash & Eggs, servea the way yof!- like -them
with home fries, toast, and coffee $2.50

'

NITE GRILL SPECIALS

Lunch

Monday- SI ire o' Cheese Pizza and a 11oz. soda
Tuesday- Grilled Cheese and Ham Sandwich
Woonesday- BLT
Thursday- Harmurger
Sorry, no night grill on Fridays

Tuna Melt, served on english muffin, topped
.w#h melted Swiss cheese w/ cup of homemade chili
.$3.50

Dinner .

. ALL SPECIAL'SO NL Y $1~25!!

Fried Chicken dinne~, served w/ tossed sal-ad
choice of potato, cranberry sa~ce & roti $4.99

PISTACHIO 'S
open 11:00am-11:00pm Monday thru Friday
. 3:00pm-9:00pm Saturday and Sunday
· NEW!!_Popcorn, ice cream cookies and more!!!

48 Main Stree t
Durham, NH

MUBGRUB S
Great -hot lunches for the we~!
'

Tuesday, Oct. 4

Pasta Prima\era
Manarotti
Corn Saute
.l.uochin i
Minestrone Soup
French Onion Soup
Apple Tunl()\er

- -----I
I

~

••

••••

•
I

I

•-

I

.

I
I

Chicken ~~table Soup
Flan UISta

Tuesday, Oct. 11

I
I

I
I
!,__

Spinadl Alfredo
Fried Chicken ·
Brocmli with Cheese
Anna Potatoes
Cream of Mushroom Soup
Minestrone Soup
GOODIE PACKAGES
Birthday cakes, cookies, J?rownies, ·
balloons and more!!
Surprise a friend!
Call 862°2046, ~k for Roland or Joe for more details

I
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for Gree k-Sen ator
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Cpmmuter ,& Campus Transit Authority
* 2co-chair
years Senate experience

I .
I

Turkey Divan ·
Indian Fried Rire
Apple Stuffed Amm ~sh ·
Cream of Tomato Soup
Vegetable Beef and Macaroni Soup
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with the purchase of a ·
large pizza with two toppings.
Offer valid October 3 thru
October 9. ·
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Call Us! -----.. ... 868-6230
Durham
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Receive a Free Neid®
T-shirt with the ~urch'.158 of
a large two topping pizza.
Expires: 1(}9-88 -

. NOID® .
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·
Good while .supply lasts.
Mention size when ordering. ·
One coupon per pizza order.
Not valid with any other offer.
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Editorial

I -

Dorm .informing fiasco
' '

The new dormitory propqsal, tentatively ·
According to Dean J. Gregg Sanborn,
set for an area behind A-lot, received the _ Student Trustee Dennis O'Connell apsealof approval by the Board of Trustees . p~oved -the concept of the proposal in May
this past Thursday. Hot on the heels of which included recommendations of the
the approval were coµiplaints that students two locations. But along with Hammond
and University organizations were not and.Rose, O'Connell was-never informed
adequately forewarned ~bout the proposal. of the final recommendation nor asked for
Dissecting this .'informing' fiasco, we have any student input by the administration
tp lay bfame on two culprits.
heads. You guessed it, there's our other
1:here are certain members and former scoundrels.
members of the Student Senate who fit the
This semester, the Senate's New,Student
bHl. Back in December, the leaders of the Housing Committee was made aware of
Student Senate, then WarneJ; Jones and the chosen site beyond A-lot. ~ccording
Sabra Clarke, were informed pf a · new .·to chairwoman Kar.en ·Polak; they-tthad no
dormitory proposal and ol two potential idea of the environmental impact/' They
sites·_for the building. The sites were either · did not inform-the .Senate of the admin~
beyo,µd _A-lot. or further up Mast Road. ·istration:s decision.
-behind Thompson School.- But the present
, With .all quiet on the stude-d t front, ·
._ Student Body Presi.dent and Vice President, ·. Haaland must have figured it- w:as' safer to
Wendy Hammond and Mike Rose, claim · keep a ·low profile at this point. i\.hhougn;·
they';were never i~forme d of a.ny such - Haaland expressed an.interest tome~t with
pro.t¥>sals before last wee~~
:O'Connell~he did not-pursue it and·avoided ,

I

1

-~

discussing th@ issue with any student leaders
prior to the Board of Trustees meeting last
.Thursday.
_ Meanwhile, the administration stuck to
'the low key approach by not informing the _
department heads, at least not any w:ho
would make waves.
-Already the stage was•set for a blowout,
with each side.pointing.fingers like children
over a shattered vase. Neither s-ide was
entir~ly wrong and neither side was erftirely
right-;
_ More important-than figuring out who
should be responsible-Joi any decepti~ns,
is learning-why there was no commu,µication : ·
between the parties involved to-begjt1 with. :
There·can be no- room for, discre·p -andes..
and assumptions when dealing ·w ith such
heady topics.-The· senators must inf-o-r;m _
th_e students they•.represerit: and the.'admin~ · .· _,_
·istratie>n.must~eep li.rie·s. of cornmurtic$:tion .
open ev~~ anhe riskof _being cr:i_~i~ized.,.··

grave injustice.: T_o :say that.they.
:L)fif-r;., '.:.i 'i''f .''. , _;,jr_;:_:,,.,,,~. were ,cowards .for n@,1r,disagree,ing·:: L ·•. i'•..'··_,, . .
.,Af J--~
"'.. wttu· L t h e men' t h at ' your paren-t,s_ :
,:·
-- --· ~
··" -, ·c;; · , •.,
·
· ··
we dealt with it. ·
. . T h " Ed.
L ·
To the ·Ed:itdr:
-. -- elected into office is bulls h it.
_ _ ·T•·Q ti;ie
Ed· itor: ·
' ,,
I am wnitfng in response to the
Elizabeth Gattman
°1t e itor: th
. . . We are lont·oveidue in treating
To all those. who took offense to
Haaland mailed
A concerned student
was really bo ered by the amcle ·· these individuals as heroes If you the ·i:;om_nJ~r:i. t . c!,bo.ut , h_·.e ife.r_s in
Pamphle{G'ordon
·
in Edday's paper concerning the :
.
. · . .
- · ,
,
·
· ·
to the university students address"morning-after" -piil Ovral>While '.. thrnk t~at the was was ~rong, Fridaf~bi-ticle '.about exe,r c~se;the
ing the issue of sexual assault on
_. · _
I
some people in thi~ ~orld inay· not
blame the people responsible for . · comment exti.-actedfrorp ~friendcampus.
b b· h
db
h D T 11 O h
the decisions leading to it - not-the ly, joking conversation between
First of all, I would like to To the Editor:
e ot ere
Y "Y' _at r. .u
men and women who fought and clos-e friends and-was noit meant
1
hO d" d
comment Gordon Haaland on takrefuses to admit is abortion,
in a demeaning way.
·
· I have been so moved by happen t.o believe thfat if th e egg
w
ie ·
Karl Buechsenschuetz
Robin White
ing this action: Sexual assault a_n d
Charles Bolesh
· ·
· d d
· recent pieces rin .these pages on is fe r tilized, there's Ii e in it. And ,
acquarntance rape are 10 ee two
yes, I'm one of those old-fashioned,
important isst1es which need to be student apathy that I h~ve been conservative p·eople who really gets
dealt with, The pamphlet clearly motivated i to ifpeak out on a upset by statements such as Dr.
warn.s us female students against .,L0p1C
· th a t I th.tn k lS
· o f en·t·1Ca1 Patterson's in which he says, "every
the dangers of rape,aswellasmakes importance to our collective
h h
d·
us aware of what to do if we have
woman w O as engage 10 unprofuture. I speak, ·of course, of the tected intercourse in the middle of
been assaulted. In turn, the pam· JOANNE MARI NO, Editor~in-Chief
stu,dent "comics" page. I have her cycle h~s a right to request i't."
k
h
phlet also warns men to now t eir
1 d h
d
.
.
A~d, if I may be so bold, what about
sexual desires and limits and enc o·s e t e wor comics· rn
stresses the importance of respect- quotes because·, while I have no ' th e rights of the baby? According ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor KRISTI ANNE SUDO_L, Managing Editor
SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
PAMELA DEKONI NG, News Ed itor
doubt that it is done by stud ents,_ to this .article- zero.
l·ng a woman's unw1·111·ngness to
Add to this that despite the fact
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
have sex. All of these points are comic it certainly is not. Comic, that Dr. Patterson felt public RICHARD D 'AVO LIO, Sports Editor
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
valid, and I found the pamphlet to as I understand the word, im- awareness should not be heightened SHARON DON OVAN, Photo Editorbe basically informative. However, plies laughing: chortling, chuc- _concerning Ovral, you ran the article ELIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor GAIL ROBERTSON, Forum Editor
Ifeel that one very-important aspect kl"
k
· 1 h 11
· b
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager .
ing nowrng Y, e 'may e on th e front page. No, I'm sure noof sexual assault was overlooked.
DEB
MACNEILL, Adve rtising Manager
Typically, females are viewed as even guffawing once in a while. one would see it there, huh? I hope
the victims of sexual as.sauk How- None of these things has hap- not everyone thinks an UNH
Jen Purdy
Ashley Logan
Advertising Associates
Alvson Sanborn
ever, men too can be victims; men pened to me when reading the students are as apathetie: about GodBryan Lyons
Debbie Donohoe
Erlka Schwabb
Dan MacDonald
Panke Madden
studen_
t
"comics"
page,
except
given
life
as
this
article
represents
Tim Thornton
Suzy McDermott
us to be.
·
can be sexua11y assau l tedb
. y oth er
Sarah Minnoch
Jill Van Lokeren
Elizabeth Moulton
Asst-Business Mgr.
men or women. All too often, this once, and I_ do not think that
Kristen Waelde
Stacey Murga
Martha Scott
Linda Rodgers
is ignored or, even more often; should count because I had just
Kelli Wardman
M.L. Nash .
Circulation Mgr.
Amanda Waterfield
Kristin O'Connell
Steve
Greason
·
people are unaware of this . As accidentally inhaled nitrous
Jennifer Yanco
Hilary Paige
Asst Clrculatlon Mgr. ·
Arts Reporters
shocking as it may seem, men too · oxide .gas.
Craig Parker•
Greg Pariseau
Lauren Clark
Jody Pratt
Graphic Managers
can be raped.
In short, folks, the whole To the Editor ·
Ric Dube
Al Pratt
Lisa Hamel '
Brendan Gleeson
The time has come for society
h· h·
I · · t ·
Colleen Sebastian
Bess· Franzosa
· Dear Margaret, Karen Hall
Mark Schenkel
fo admit that male rape does indeed t mg .as got to go. t ls JUS "Way
Graphic Assistants
As
red-blooded
patriotic
Amer-·
'
Kris Van Santroord
Beth Brogna
Patrik Jonsson
happen,Just because we do not talk to lame to continue; Possible
Stephanie Zuniga
Rebecca Crepeau
Arthur Lizie
icans, we were deeply offended by
Production Assistant
Winnie -Danenbarger
about men being raped, does not uses for the space ? Convert it your slanderous referral to the
Jodi MacMillan
Kristen Waelde Deanna Ford
Marc -Mamigonian
make the problem go away. In fact, to a permanent_·r adon article Vietnam Veterans as not being the,
Staff Reporter
Hc1mer Ingram
Michelle Mcsweeney
Jay Kumar
Lorri Leighton
Sports Reporters
it makes it even harder for men to · page, make it an "Ask Gordon heroes of the war. We both had
News Reporters
Jenn:ifer Long
Mark Babcock
come forward and admit that they Haaland Page" (where students uncles and fathers who BRAVELY :
David Agular
Tucker Sheffer
Kevin Connelly
Chris Bartlett
News Brief Editor
Jami Doneski'
have been raped.
write to our President and ask · served their country in Vietnam.
Alex Berger
DavidP. Dow
John Dubois ·
Sue Brosniali
The pamphlet refers women to advice on personal p.roblems - Even though they did not fully agree
On-the-Spot Editor
G.H. Elder
lshi Burdet.t
Kelly Whiteman
Ward D. Fraser
SHARPP (Sexual Harassment a_nd now that would be comic), begin with the war, they went becatise
Peggy Busby
Debbie Hopkins
Rob Heenan
Caryl Calabria
Calendar EditorChuck Mccue
Rape Prevention Program). How- a series depicting the wit and they knew that it was their duty.
Rebecca
Carroll
Karen
Laliberte
J,
Ru ssell Pabst
ever, men who have been victims
We all enjoy the rights that we
Matt Combs
Photographers
Cartoonists
of sexual assault are also able to wisdom of Yakov Smirnoff, or
Angelique
Davi
Alex
Boros
Michael
F. Dowe
are provided living in the greatest
Gina DiGregorio
Jerinifer Bowes
Robert Durling
take advantage of SHARPP and the better yet, give the space to country on earth. Our relatives
Julie Douglas
Jill Brady .
John Hirtle
benefits it offers. If you are a male those unbelievably clever kids fought and died for those rights in
Thea Favalaro
Christine Butterworth
Kurt Krebs
Prescott Faulkner
Anthony Cafaro
·
Dick Sawyer
and have been raped, you too are in the Arts and Entertainment · the past, and we will continue to
Amy Ferreirra
Barbara Clay
Technical Supervisor
a victim and deserve the same help pages (more articl~s on Japanese defend those rights so that our
·curti s Graves
Chris Doubek
Leah Orton
Karen Hamilton
Christopher Estes
. Copy Editor
and attention .that a female rape. art, please). Use it for anything, children may also live freely as we
Ellen Harris
Tim Farr
.
Curtis Graves
Evan Henschel
Ann Marie Gagnon
victim receives.
but stop the madness· soon. The do.
Karen Hamilton
Mark Holthoff
Chris Gamache •
Typists & Copy Readers
Once again, I applaud.the action integrity of our entire way of
Many people now agree that the
Wendy Jean
, Leah Gendler
Caryl .Calabria
Tom Joseph
Tim Golden
Leslie Cota
taken by the university to increase , life is at stake. For the saki: of reasons _for sending troops to
Rich Kelley
Sadie Greenway
Eli zabeth Crossley
our awareness of sexual assault and
Vietnam were not entirely correct.
Michelle Kirsenbaum
, Deboiah Hopkins
R<1chel Levine
rape. I only hope that the next time our children, act now.
Steve Loos
'
Emily Kel8men
Lynn Mezzano
However, attacking the fine young
Sarah Minoch
Ronit Larone
Christine -O'Connor
the university addresses the issue,
Hugs and Kisses, men and women who did serve is
Carol Mooney
Renee Lindoe
Marc Mamigonian to do them (and _their families) a
Marianne Moore
r,c,-,i,i
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University Forum
·S av_e the
wood s

By LYnn A. Stedinan ·
.
.
.
\
Have you ever gone for a walk through the woods
behind A-lot? If you'.ve not had the opportunity,
then you should go soon, because the administration
is building a 600-bed dorm· out there. The site is·
on the north side of the reservoir off of Mast Road.
It is ironic that U.N.H. was originally .:i land grant
college (which is strictly agriculture). How can
you take the agriculture away?
Besides destroying a beautiful natural area, the
cross-·country course of U.N.H.'s highly esteemed
horsemanship program will be destroyed. Equine
snidents .on this ca_m pus· are aware of the results
. . ..
.
·of this; b:uf are you?
. The main reason that I,-1 and many_other _students .
chose U.N.H. is due mostly to the equine facilities
and 'the quality of learning that ·the program offers
mes U.N:H. is one of the few colleges. in ·New ·
Engl.ai:id that has a large barn; ~n indoor -and an
outdoor rip.g, anp piany miles of cross-country jumps'. .
··Every fallan4 spring, U.N.H. sponsor~ a thr~ephase .
ev.erit v.rnicfi iidejs from a.ll ,o ver, ~ome to par~icipate ·
in.· Wet-have a ·tare oppMtrinity to' be trained in•
combiri€d 'training (which the cross-country course,
is a big part of). This is an opportunity that only
one other college in New England caa offer their
,.,studenfs. ._v·.
· If the new dorm is built, our program will be
ruined: Combined training (C.T.) cannot be taught
without a cross-country course! The classes that
.teach students to be instructors themselves would
be severely crippled. U.N.H. would lose many equine
students to places lik-e UMASS, who can give theip._.
. e)C:periem:e in C:T '1• 1 -;. 7 • · -· · ·· . : · _· · ' . ,· ·
So., ·even if we lqse, C.T., we stHI have the barn]..'·~•·'
and th'.~ 'iirigs1 riin.tW···t 'ell, if the':dorm'.is -buitlt, tn1·"'-' '· '
area would never be the same. Mast Road "wotild · '.
need to be widened,-and w~ would los~ space t~.., ,,,
that. Then there's the increased traffic and activity
that would accompaoy tlle ·dorm (which would wreak
· h_avoc oh the tender ·ne.rves of our horses!). The
s·i tuation would be dangerous. With students living
that close to the horses, the area 'would no longer
be the right atmosphere for the prograrp.
I have .been a student riding here for two years.
I have received the best horse education that I could
· have asked for (so fa~). I would like it to continue ·
not only for my sake, and for the sake of future
students but for the future ofthe equine program
that has educated me. Even if you're not into horses,
please support your fellow students, and save the
woods! JS:eep U.N.H. one of the top equine colleges
~in New England. I don't think the engineers would
like it if their labs were destroyed for dorms, or
if the Paul Creative Arts Center was turned into
one. Those programs would be ruined just as ours
will. To the administration-don't take our program!
Please recol)sider the proposal. Look for notices
on the next meeting to help save the woods. We
need everyone's support.
l.
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Lynn A . .Stedman is a junior Animal ScienGe major.
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Break ing the ~silen ce
By Alexand er Berger

\

Webster's .dic,tionary defines apathy as "an abse~ce · don't give up on the rest of us. We are interested /
or lack of interest or concern; indifference." We, even if we don't seem it.
I've been here for over two years ap.d have never
the.quiet but vast majority of students, have often
been accused of being apathetic by those few who written a letter to the editor, I've never protested
do speak out on campus. Until this time rv·e been rule changes that appear from nowhere, I've never
too indifferent to say anything about apathy, now even voted for a student senator.
(don't want "the administration" to run my life
·
I choose to speak.
- For some reason it seems that ·apathetic students at school b1:1t I've never taken a stand against them
congregat,e at UNH Perhaps it's because many either. It seems that there's ~lways a new problem
students are from New Hampshire (like myself) ·coming up for. us to deal with and get mad about.
and came here because they couldn't make up their Maybe we feel that there's too much to fight, that
nothing we do can change it. It's this thought that
mind where else to go.
.
There are many controversial issues on this creates the apathy on campus.
I don't want to tell you that our voice can make
campus as we heard during Thur~day's Speak Out
·
which gave the apathetic students the opportunity a difference.
·
can.
it
But
their
voice
actually
to
motivation
some
and perhaps
I don,.t want to say that ifs our fault so many
opinions or at least listen to other apatheti¢ students.
seem wrong with our school.
things
a
is
campus
on
parking
that
agree
us
of
Most
But it is.
problem, student housing is a problem and what
I see many things wrong with this university
to do with the MUB's basement is a problem.
Yet every time I look in this section of the paper but I never take .the time to do anything about it.
I see a big space that says "This space could be yours." . I accept these problems as impossible and I go on
, Now this space is mine, next time it will be someone with my apathetic life, going to dasses, eating in
the dining halls and driving around-for hqurs trying
else's or maybe it won't.
I believe everyone has an interest in I our to find a parking space while cursing under my
University, otherwise we wouldn't be here. We breath ..
Now I'm through telling you all ·how ap~thetic
do care what happens to us and where our money
goes even if most of us complain to the wrong people. we are. If you've read this far then you can't be as
l don't know why we don't state our opinions more uninterested as you're supposed to be. I encourage
strongly, perhaps it's because we see others doing you all to speak out, but if you're happy keeping
quiet while the administra~ion pulls another fast
the same and assume it's okay.
We always compla.i n that nothing exciting ever one on us then don't worry about it. At least know
happens in Durham, yet when we finally get a rock that this space could be yours if you ever want to
concert to come to UNH we always find a reason speak and that the great thing about being apathetic
not to go. I can't make excuses for my passiveness, is that if you don't like i~ you can always change.
. I can only ask that those who voice their opinions
Alexander Berger is a junior Political Science major and a reporter for The New Hampshire.
,.
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Electronic~lly Typed

· oya Tees, Inc .

. $18.50 includ es
Typin g, Select ion of Paper. and Envel opes

(formerly Fit To A Tee) ·

PLUS

· Cust om Prin ted T-Sh irts -

25 copies * 25 envelopes * 25 utra sheets ~I paper
'I

I

Changes easily made with ou,: One Year m·emory storage

Open Monday-~rida~ 8:30:-5:30

Let us outfit your teat0:r organization, fraternity, or sorority.

Jenkins Cour t

155 Portland Ave.
Dover, N.H. 749-6465

~ !Du rh am Copy - . ~t~\b~t-H.

Call your Durham rep TODAY
Paul: 868-6352
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- I IIADE 818,000
-~■
FOR COLLEGE

.
BY WORK-IVEEKENDS.''-

As-soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting .
another $5,000 for.tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Anny
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
• . .. ·
I'm in the· Guard.
· And if I take out a; college loan, the :
Guard will help me pay it back ~up to
· ~.
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It·an adds up to $18,0 00-or more
- for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than .
any car wash wiUgive you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
. When my friends and I graduated
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
.from high school, we all took part-time
800-6 38-76 00; OR MAIL THIS
_
jobs to pay for college.
.
~
COUPON.
.They ended up.in car washes and . *In Ha~aii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
ha·.mburger 1·0·1· ·nts, putt1·ng 1·n long hours · (St.
phohe directory.
..t. . 1•tt1
1985 United States Governmen t as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
10r. 1 e pay.
.
All rights reserved .
Not me. My job takes just one
07015 l
weekend a month and two weeks a year. r MAIL rn: Anny~ational Guard, r.o~:600~Clifton.:._NJ
::-:-- :-:-:- :::--- --,--- ------ -- □ □ 1·
Yet, I'~ earning $18,000 for college.
J
Because I joined my local Army
I
National Guard.
I.
They're the people who help our
.
us
state dunng emergencies like hurri- ·
canes and floods. They're also.an
t j J1'i i'& ,! I1
ry
important part of our country'S milita
·
·
.
defense.
□
1
·□
So, since I'm helping them do such
Guanl I
oc. .A~~~~; Nallanal3108NP
' !!~~~c,,,oc.,.,_,~~-,,-s
they're helping me
an important job,
A1CLJC0
J
..
..,,.,o
..
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·Arts & Entertainment
Characters
make Mob
.

'

By Marc A. Mamigonian
. nightclub, the pianist breaks ·
· Jonathan Dem:me·~ lat~st, into Tony's theme song. He is
Married to the Mob, 1s a film a.high profile mobster of the
that does not really have fts head lounge liza,rd variety.
.
The real tiger, though;,_is his
screwed on right, and is all the·
better for it. Not many directors wife, the · only person who
could get away · with such a •frightens Tony. After Angela's
knowingly Kitschy film, but husband dies Tony st~rts to hit
Demme knows his territory well on her, although he is well aware
and triumphs with a film that that if be ge,ts caught"his own
I su~pect most people simply wife will kill him:
·
·
At this point enter M_atthew
won't get.
· ·.
My suspicions are ~ased on Modine as an F.B.L agerit who
•· the stony silence with which ,t~e ·is hot on Tony's t~il ( no puns
film was met when I saw 1t. please). Of course, Modine fal_Js .
Silence prevailed; except for the for Angela, sending the plot
two - annoying teenyboppers careening towards its semiwho talked through most of the logical end. Obviously, the sto:film. The problem, I think, is ryline is not what keeps one .
that most of the viewers mis- interested; it is merely .a cont: o o.k Dem me ' s . the se 1f - . venient device that Demme uses
consciously cartoonish charac- as a tool to do what he really
ters Demme created in this film . wants to do.
,
De~me's grasp of the tacky
as an attempt at reality,_which
it is not.
, · .
~ . - is.:-truly extraordinary from~the
Instead, Married to the Mob opening comic book style titles
is a.comedy of packed with comic ·to the final shoot out in a Miami
grotesques; people .who are Bea~h honeymoon suite; he
cultural stereotypes but don't almost lovingly gets inside of
know' h. Specifically, the. film · the garish existence th~t Pfeifpokes fun at the bourgeois er's character is desperately
tackiness of the "new mob," a trying to escape.
,, ·
: Steven Petronio
mob far removed from th.e
It is, perhaps, in this final b~g
'world of. the Corleones in The shootout that Demme has his
God/ather films. · , . _ .,· , greatest_ triumph. He emploY.'s
The ·new mob goes to 'Y.~rk .ev:eryJcltche ever encorporated
on the · train like _the other. into any shootout scene: l?w
yuppies, except they g~t on ~he . angle~, ~nd ~haracters l~apmg
train to blow someones brams and d1vmg m slow motion to
.
.
out. They live in the suburb~, avoid bullets. B~t Demme ~anlike everyone else, but all oftheir a,ges to keep h~s t~n~ue firmly
furniture and appliances are- in cheek by setting It 1_n the ~lt~a ,
stolen or bought with blood ta~ky ho!leymoon smte. Kitsch
money. . · - . .
- , .
reigns trm~pl_iant. . . .
.
It
is
out
of
this
world
of
high
Demme
1s
greatly
aided
rn
often jealous of people who have
is space ~nough so if I feel an
By PatrikJonsson ,
been dancing since they were
inspiration I won't hesitate to Kitsch that Angela, a mob ~ife this exercise in _tackiness by the
· Language: poets beat it into
five years old. But, on the bt~er
do something new: It's the best ·played by Michelle. Pfeifer, wond~rful com1c_pe_rformances
shape and dancers, the. great
hand, noone can make ·iny misof both worlds. I have both wants to break. She's sick of.not of Michelle Pfeifer (who has
knowing if her husband is going fina.lly been given a ~ole that.
ones, build their own~ If'there
takes for me."
, structure and freedom."
is· one characteristic .that, is
On selecting dancers for his .
On being a dictator in the to come home in a box, sick of demands of her somethmg other
other absurdly tacky mob wives than _just stan~ing around and
. prevalent in Steven Petronio'.s
company:
·
_
rehearsal hall:
dance, it is his creation of his
"I look for dancers who have
"I am the dictator, but there and basically sick of the whole looking beautiful) and Dean
Stockwell, who, since his !Demo:rown communication standarcls.
a lot of competence, as far as
are democratic tendencies, too. mob life.
W hen her husband gets ably bizzarre came~ rn Blue
Among modern dan~ers, he
dance goes. But they ha~e
I often ask the dancers to solve
ranks among the inventors of
Petronio emphasized this, be acertain problem and they'll knocked off by mob big-shot Velvet, has been dorng some
. . .. .
.
the form along w_ith 'Trishna
able to let go. They have to be
solve it. They're very talented Tony •'•The Tige,;-" LaRussa, great work.
Matthew Modme ts mcons-1stBrown .( who he danced with
fearless onstage. They have to
and creative: I'll ask them to played by D~an Stockwell, she
from 1979-1986),.Merce Cun- · be fearless about doing things
manipulate situations, and decides to make a clean break, eQ.t as the cheery F.B.I. man, but .
giving everything away to Good- nonetheles~ comes across as
ningham and Marsha Gral-iam.
that aren't always pretty. Tech- · they'll ju~t do it." . .
.
Jiist as they have, Petronio has
nique should never app~ar onOn his past work with Trish- will and moving herself and her likeable and Just earnest enough.
son into a heH hole in New
Ma'!ried to the Mob. (n~t
invented his own language.•
stage."
. ·
.
na Brown:
York's
lower
East
side.
-Marned
to the MUB which ts ,
Petronio makes his w!y~ltOJ!t.,
On his hobby of collectmg
"I would be doing things and
Dea~ Stockwell's "Tony the my upcoming autobiography) - .
· New York to New Hampshire
pictures of people:
.
letting myself go, very improv- .
for two performances on Oc"I collect images of people isatiorial stuff. She worked so Tige.r!' is quite a character. He is_a; tre~t, bu_t be fo_rewarned:
tober 18 and 19 here at UNH
who use their voice in public:
h~rd to build a personal lan- revels in the elevated status he takmg tt senously 1s a fateful
i~ Paul Creative _Art's Johnson singers, politicians, pre~~hers, guage.
That was a big influence~ · has _gained. When he goes to a
"Theat~r. .
.
.
· , people who speak. Thats the
to watch her work soj,1ard to--====
·. Crir'ics from the likes of the
springboard,. the seed, the seed . be creative. Ilearned to research
Village Voice, the New York ' for many dances."
from a personal vocabulary.
Times
On his dance called "#3," . Plus, she was very funny and
.
' the New
. ' Yorker have
.
ba<;:ked Petro mo s presence. m
which he formed from the outrageou~, and that was very
the current dance scene.
picture~ he's collected (in this
influential."
In a recent phone interview,
dance Petronio appears alone
On innovator Marsha GraPetronio gave a personal angle
onstage, excep_t for a brig_ht ham:
on his cutting eclge dance work.
spotlight. He pe_rfotms a_seri~s .
"She stopped copying and
Petronio has a gentle voice, that . of mQtions, while-standmg m
became herself."
. goes fine with his face: a colone place. He seems to take on
On the philosophy of dance:_
lectioff of geometric featuresseparate characteristics. as he
"When I can surprise myself
$harp jaw, curving eyeb~ow_s and
bends and collapses a1;1d ex- the most amazing things tan
, a tight-to-the-head ~a1rcut. In
plains himself through the happen. All kinds of s'trange ·
·the midale of a hectic schedule
manipulation of his body face · configurations occur. · I k<:ep
· he took plenty of time in ansand hands):
trying to be naive enough to fmd . wering questions at length .and
·"In that one I'm doing Ronald these places.'.'
·
in depth.
.
Reagan's hands, Elvis's legs and
The Steven Petronio 'ComOn coming to dance late
a lot of other things. I have two pany will perform October 18
(after writing about and learnpeople in my body ~t all time~. and 19 at the Johnson Theater
: ing about dance he finally took
It's- sort of a sch1zophremc
it up in.college):
.
· orati.on. It's tightly scored, ,but in the Paul Creative Arts Center Dennis Quaid stars in l'!ne~space which will be shown,
as part of theUNH's 1988-89
thanks to MUSO, this Thursday night in the Strafford
· ."I had no · preconceptions
I have freedom, too. TwentySeries. Tickets are $3
Room of the MUB at 7 and 9:3.0:p.m. ,Admission i~ $1 . . ..
' about it. -I had no· rigid_beli,ef . ·five characters have·to appear: Celebrity
and are a_vailable throug1h the ·
.
.- . .
. , .
about how to dance, so I had to
in a set order with musical cues MUB.tkket office: ··· - · · _, ,,_ ~for·srudents· arrd'f2 for·rtort.-students. 'i. _,_...,_,,_ - · ·· _.,_, ..,;_._,,.,,"i,A;f.'·
. inv~nt f:Verythiag by lllysell I'm
to ac.co!D·t>'aµy th~m. But there

-

Stephen Petronio.: ·

ItidividualitJI ,through dance
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The highligh ts are ''Chrome
~·
~
'
some
featuring
"
Oiligo1B oingo Boingo Alive Plated Heart,.
t
·
\
_
from
pickin'
country
mean
BoinOingo
Records)
(MCA
nally,"
"Occasio
and
Melissa,
go are one,of the oddest bands
around even if you don't take offering some hearty thumping
the bizarre Danny Elfman into on the back of an acoustic guitar.
considera tion. (When was the The- single "Bring Me Some
last tiine you went to see a movie Water" is actually one of the
that wasn't scored by _Elfrnan?) record's weaker songs. Bright
Half the time they have a _things in the future for Melissa
delicious pop sensibility just this if -she isn't totally bitten by the
side of Madonna, the other half mainstream bug.
The Escape Club Wild Wild
of the time they evoke a dark
(Atlantic Records) -This
West
.
Jack
of
left
just
sense of humor
Nicholso n. Odd mix, which .is a lamentab le slab of sludge/
ultimate ly means that even from the opening ripoff of
· though they aren't always,good, "Subterranean Homesick Blues"
they are at least entertain with to the techno-crap, second rate
their neo-funk -pop rave ups. imitations of Billy Idol (there's
Boingo Alive is a combina tion - .a sad thought, a second rate
greatest hits/ soriofliv ealbum; imitation of a third rat'e act),
rather than a conventional live - INXS, and T. Rex. Jim Hollirecordin g, with fans etc., the ' day's occasion ally inventiv e
band re-recorded some of their harmonic a is the only slightly
favorite songs live on a sound- redeeming quality of this insipid
stage. "Dead Or Alive" and "Not slime. Come to think of it, one
, Dear-Mr . Pres- over produced (Bill Laswell) ,
· My Slave'·' are the highligh ts. might even say that I don't like than ~u:aight rap or straight the mundanea stylish creative but makes ·up for it with a biting
posess
ident
Thank
winner.
a
is
reggae, Unity
If you've· been boinged before, Wild Wild West.
energy that makes this record dose of raw power. .Former Sex _
·
Shinehe ad Unity (Elektra You. you'll undoubte dly want to be
attractive . No real highligh ts, Pistol Steve Jones, often kept
(Atlantic
,
viaJamai
rk
President
DearMr.
boinged again, to coin a pitiful Records )-NewYo
the keyboard
ca rapper/r eggae man Shine- Records) - Something has gone but a chilling final moment with toned dowp. on -Blah, shines
phrase. :
Blah-Blah
an
·oriented
Claus,"
Santa
Killed
"Who
that
fact
the
mistake
of
major
spite
in
one
wrong:
. Melissa Etheridge Island Re- head makes
dedicated to a here.with a gu~tar licks as biting
cords -Oh, what hath Vega and on his debut long player Unity, _Mick Jones 9f Foreig~er shame enigmati c tuneyear old.
as frozen Pop Tarts. Overall it's
three
deceased
t,
the
Presiden
On
Mr.
song.
Dear
Beatles
a
produced
·Chapmari wrought_? How ,many defaming
(A&M
not the Stooges, but, hey, what
Instinct
Pop
Iggy
· more "sensitive acoustic female title song, a call for .rappers to the record is interesti ng. Alcrunch
is these days? Iggy may be old
nonsense
No
Records)
toward
tend
bragging
vocals
silly
the
the
from
though
songwri ters" (riot to pigeon- disarm
·
but he's not over the hill.
er
grandfath
the
from
rock
metal
hole) will be pushed on the . war, Shinehe ad mixes in the obnoxious and the socially
bit
a
often is
unsuspe cting public by _the snatches of "Come Togethe r" conscious lyrics often border .o n . of punk, Instinct
record compani es in the near t·o make his point. This is
future? Actually, although Ethe- unnecessacy. At least he credits
ridge initially invites compar- Lennon/McCartney in the cred,ison to other songstresses, her its, somethi ng Lennon failed _ _
debut album delivers on its own to do when he lifted the tune
terms with a set: of heady pop from Chuck Berry. The rest of
songs forced through a throaty,. the album is a satisfyin g mix
Tina Turner-is h vocal style. The of toasting and beat-on-t !:ie- By Beth Morahan
fact that the cover borders ort pulse reggae, in the same
It can be pretty easy to forget
exic1tJ1n2
Banton.
the subH~e. ~~ ~s~~e, _the point. as
that, yes, there is life outside
of Durham. Investing a fifteen
minute drive into Portsmo uth '
can prove ·a refreshin g break
from Main Street. Not only does
Portsmo uth offer great places
to eat, shop or just hang out,
it also offers a rich cultural and
artistic life.
The Pontine Moveme nt
Theater , located in Portsmouth's Market _Square, performs some of the Seacoast 's
most innovati ve and dynamic
origin_al theater, descibed by
audience s as anywh~r e froin
"zany'' to "thought-provoking."
This season Pontine is marching
into its second decade and plans
to again provide audiences -with _
a diverse and intriguing theater _
' _ ·
experience.
- The s~ason will open with the
double Dill of Bitter Bliss and
Still Li/e With Stein on Octo~r
19, which will run until October·
23 with S p.m. showing s each
night ( except Sunday shows
which are at 3 p.m.).
Bitter Bliss focusses on the
complex ities inherent in relationship s by highligh ting the
underlying antagonism that can
pervade in marriage. Everyday
household activities take -a turn
fqr the sinister as each spouse's
true feelings and frustrati ons
_surface involuntarily.
·Stilt Ii/e With Stein features
.guest artist Laura Shepard and
ts Marguer ite Mathew s and Greg Gathers
_ her off tempo, surreal depiction · Pontine
the topsy-tu rvy world of marriage in Bitter
explore
_ of the art of proper dining. By
·
runs October 19-23.
rizawhich
characte
Bliss,
comic
utilizing
tions, dance, conversation and
_.
.
manipulating language Shepard
ontineat4 36createsa crazysce nethatse ems . _Po~ttne deserve_ s to be informati on·cal1P
•
':~-?J?:m) ~~..
~
?.
l
_
1
:
,t~ i?e _w~.Okdbea·-y~sw.~~'
_c~ec~~cl o~~ an~ pr?m1se.s
n,4 J9~ical ~{m_e ~~d
. _ .. __.. Jo s<1.1;sp~_
......
his latest ,albulJ\, lf}tti~f,,
more
For
trtp.
vour.
Iggy Pop who proves with
wortli
well
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On October 2, theSenate di'scussed the plans·to locate the N·ew
Housing Facility in th·e reservoir
,area; Many _senators expressed
concern about both the environmental_ impact of the plans ·an·d on
the lack of any student [nput on
- the decision to use th·is site.

Peop-le who want' to give feedback on the New Housing Facility
can call the Senate Office·at 862- 1492 and leave a message direct- .
·ed to K~ren P9lak, Chairperson
of the Residential Programs and
Housing Council.

'

-~ Attention GreekH_
ouse~
~ -·
Residents:
·_ . On October 2, the Student Se.nate approved the
·
following residential senators:

VOT.E.FOR-GRE~K
SEN_ATOl=l-S 'j.. ~

i,

.. .

Hall House~-Richard Soczewinsk,
Randall Hall--Melissa Coleman
Undergraduate Apartment Complex (UAC)--Stacie Murgo
There has been no response _from
the Administration
·
on the Student Senate Late Fee
Proposal passed
on September 18.

Wednesday
10 A.M. to s l:>.M. ~- ~
~.nly the MUB.

in

·Look tor this page in every- Tuesday:s
_
New__ Hampshire.
.

The Senate needs.-students to join
some of the various committees, ·
·such as Academic Affairs. Come ._
and make your voice. heard.

All students are welcome to. attend
Senate meetings held every Sund_
a y at
6:-00 P.M. in Mcconnel.I 212. Complete
details of the~above bills are posted
· outside the Senate Office, Room 130 in
· ·the MUS, or call ~62-1494.
·
·
Respectively submitted bYPeter W. Ke(avich,
· Student Senate News Bure1?u Coordinator.

-Makea
computer
- d - -

-~ S~ve a ~pot on your calendar for IBM.'s PS/2 Fair. We'll
show you how the IBM~ Personal System/2~ can help-you
organize notes, i:evise papers., produce high-_quality graphics,
and more. It's easy to learn ~~sytQ use..! · an~ 9vailable NOW
at -your q1mpus computer store ·in Thompson Hall. The
fair features free gifts, information on the entire PS/2
family, desk top publishing, IBM infowindow system,
and. much more!! .
_
Regist~r to win a free PS/2 model 25!!

SEE YOU THERE!!

IBM PS/2 Fair
Thursday October 13th
Thompson Hall Co-urtyard
raindate October 14th

Don't miss IBM's PS/2 Fair on campus .
. . ... -

- /

'

-
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Is Graduate / Professional School
for YOU?

presents ...

ORGONIZATIONAL MEETING

· 4th Annual

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
· SCHO OLS FAIR .

_,

-

in

Tuesg1■t:1::i:~t. 4,

7-9p.m.

G~g:ll!lliiilillli Room, MUB

!

Thurs., October 6
10~m - 2pm
Granite State Room , Memorial Union Building

50+ GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL.
SCHOOLS TO ATTEND I

-

lponaored by :
The Career ,Planning an~ . Placement Service
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Subscribing to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
can keep you in toucl!d espite the miles!
Co, ,eri~g the latest Universit y news, arts, and sporting
ev1;;m_ , the award winning newspap er can be delivered
·
·
to your door .step twice a week!! .

ONLY $25.00 year
semeste r
$J3.00
I

Sub~ "ribe Now!!
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COMICS
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM -

by Mike·Peters

•I,.,_••

TheWorldIs Still _
The Greatest Classroom·:
OfAll. · .
· Fl~t Choice 'OR Campus since 1979

Applications are now being accepted
for the University of {'ittsburghsponsored Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-15 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
·places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India, Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
For full information, including a catalog and application, call
· l-800-854-0195/l-412°648~7490 in PA,. OrwriteSernesteratSea,
·
Institute for Shipboard Education,
· il'ii'"'
University of Pittsburgh,
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260 .
Then prepare for the
.learning adventure of
your life.

T-Shirts
•Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf S'1irts • Aprons • Custom Design$
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items

II

a

f ,_Hanes

In-House Art Dept.

&03/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park . Ro ute I O I . Greenland . NH 03 840

.THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO .
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
,·

I

-l

Arid they're both repte~

sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health @re
system in which edutational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, writ~: Army Nurse Opportunities, PO,. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

. .:..., . _. . . ,. . .. '. . . I
"t'--""'""'''"'~~~t'i:'.k\;.,;;,,:.i~~ .:.A>1~:: +. . 'l

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
' :"~-"•cu n •~n---•~"'"'''"~ "' •...,~,'

c.

Sernester at Sea Information Tables ip MUB 103 on Wed. & Thurs'. Oct. 5 & 6. Video presentation
at 7:30 in MUB each evening

.. .

. .. _
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Universi ·co mi cs
by Michae l Dowe

Freak er Patro, .

WQW.'!

by Kurt -Krebs

Super Guy

..;

ffiAln STREET

by ·· Dick Saw'yer
,-MINU S . 1€. Mi ANO
COUt\TJKG,J l'll~E-£\ GijT

ZA~K 'l'OU -SCHl-\~U- OMt
Dl5 SCI-\PAC.f KRAF'f I Z .
KOMPJ..f.-rtL'( ZAFf; ZILL
-ION OF OOUARS WAS'

Wt ARt \-\€.RE. . TO DAV ·.
l N &UK~Y FLORIOA FOR
'Tf4E. LAUNCH m:' qOR 1-0~~
AWAITf.P SPACf.SHU1iL_£1
. Hf.RE. WHH Mt. lS SPAt~

-5£\/&M -Sl~ - F,VE.-

~OUR-,HRf..~-,v.Jo
ON£. \~GN\1 \O~.r

SCHPfNT F~TH€. MOtU'tt
-IN& zvs-rew; •· •

~XPfll"T PROF. r.A.OVl'\t<oFf,
PROFE.550R ~ • • •

l&lltrnwmw

WHAT THE. ?· u

H

..

PRort:sso~ 1His ,s A

"T~R f( ISL£ 1RAGIC't', WUAf
\t4 1ttl WOPJJ> COULD
HA\Jf.. ~ f . W~MG.?
•••··• .:.. :: • • ·=··=·~:,,·

il~K 5\-IE.

-1-~rt-R A~

-""""""'11'1'!1!.:fl! :i\ ~·

I
..\

,

HACXSHALL
SHOO~ I'vE -GOT 1,1 ~j

-'BY JoHN. HIRTLEf

NOT 0/VL Y THAJ- 8UT
PAGES TO 'REAP -JVfT , I HAVE TWO l<.EflPRTf
FOR, ADVANCED ILLOGIC., ,

/I

.
TO MENTION
&fOMEiRY, HISTORY ANTJ ·

.,I!I

£N&llSl- lu,

NOT
'

)

1

AND A LAB F01~ , ·
TOMdRROW ••• AND A
Tf ~, ~,,

MO

A ~UIZ#.,

ANV W.PRST OF ALL, . WHAT TH£ . t@J,t@1'!/
I'LL . VO IT IN , THE
I'M ALL OUT OP
'
MORN IN&---~
'NO-~OZ£ AND ifOL~
.MAYue. -- , . ,
, SO •., WHA'T . SHOLAL 1)
- ··-·· -z..
r 'DO? 5 Tit Y UPJo R. C,-0 TO fJIZ Di~
I
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RIEFER'S

\"'

EA.ST

Spend the morning/afternoon WA TERSKI/NG ..
·at our COMPLETE WATERSKfFACILITY

/
• Barefooting
• Slalom

•Trick
•Pair
• Knee board
• Skurfer · ,

Two Ski Boats: ·

·

.~
.

~ k i Nautique
Barefoot Natique

.

.·.. .
·
"'"
. ~

.

e' provide ALL equipment including

Wetsuits and Barefoot Suits

·
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4 Bedroom house in Somersworth on bus
route -Must be seen- _Spotless, newly
remodeled, fully applianced, washer &
dryer, carpeting, partially furnished.
$950.00 including heat, lease and sec·urity.
No pets. 692-3031 .

_ ,..,1

NEWLY CONSTRUCTED, three bedroom
Condexes in Lee with easy commute to
UNH! Excellent opportunity for young
professional couple. Buy both and have
the added income of a Duplex. Both
Conexes are offered at the exceptionally
affordable price of $107,000 each. Please
contact Bernice Verran, ERA Landmark
Associates, Durham, NH. 603/868-6212.
4 bedroom house in Somersworth on bus
route. Immaculate, newly remodeled, fully
applianced, washer & dryer. Curtains,
carpeting, partially furnished. $950. including heat, lease & security. No pets.
692-3031 -MUST BE SEEN-

F,O R SAL E Jl!!!;!!l:1: :1~:: i~:/:i~t~.
··•:•==::::::!=t:=====~

~ii~ir·•..·.-.·t ;;i1r· •":· · · · · ··· ¼;:r··•·❖=•:•=·:•=·::::••=·

'82 Chevette, 4-cylinder, 61,000-rniles. New
exhaust system and br~kes. AM/FM radio
cassette: Asking $1200.00. Call Denise
at 749-8128 (days).
'84 FORD ESCORT - 81,900 MILES, NEW
BATTERY, REAR TIRES, HAND BRAKE.
.A:M/FM CASSETTE. $1500 or 8.0. CALL
..,1 868-3111 .
Boat for sale. 1965 Pacemaker Ssa shift.
26', 289 Ford V8 inboard. Good winter
project. $500.
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CLASSIFIED
ATTENTION STUDE;NTS - NEED FURNITUTE?? Want something that will last
longer than 1 semester? FEATURING
hardwood: bureaus, desks, beds, tables,
and chair's, upholstered r-hairs, ·accent
' tables, etc . Over 1000 items in stock. A
great pla_ce to bring your parents when they
visit. 85 Albany St. Portsmouth near Durham
Bank on lslin'gton St. OPEN MondaySaturday., 10-5 or by appt. 436-1286.
For sale - 1984 Olds Cutlass Ciera LS, 4door sedan, 46,000 miles, V6, A/C, power
steer:,ing /.br.akes, ~_M / FM. Stereo RadJ_o,
659-3578.

_ Homeowner needs helper to finish off
basement. Some carpentry experience
. a must. Hours very flexible ; wage negotiable! 659-7249.

Don't Miss Out! Buy your tickets to "A
Culinary Excursion on the Orient Express",
the 'first Gourmet Dinner presented by the
Hotel Admin. Students - October 14 & 15.
Tickets are available NOW at the ticket ,
office iQ.the MUS liuy yours TODAY before
they s.ell out!
_ __

A Capital experie~ce awaits y"6ti!~
for the Washington Center Internship
Program and gain QUALITY e?(perience
in you field of interest! Don't hesitate! ·
Contact Cathy - McConnell Hall rm 120,
862-3885.
Ski S_ki Ski Ski Ski Ski Ski -UNH Ski Club
opening meeting TUES, Oct 4, 7-9 pm
Granite State RM, MUB. Mernbership and
· trip sign-ups at meeting. Reserve your spotthey fill up 'fast.
,
THE SISTERS OF D'ELTA .THETA CHI
(FORMERLY THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS)
WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU TO THEIR
LAST OPEN RUSH ON TUESDAY OCTOBER 4TH FROM 8-10 P.M. COME DRESSED
IN A COSTUME FOR A HORROR NIGHT
AT 37 MADBURY ROAD (THETA CHI
FRATERNITY)
,

Mature disabled .male in search of a
personal care attendant. Qualifications:
1 _help with personal grooming, 2. housecleaning, 3. food shopping, 4. person
ABUSE IT
applying for the job must be on time after
Did_ygu
he~r ,ab.out JIMMY CLIFF? He'll
being hired! SALARY: $6.00 an hour/28
be jammih-'cf(tml:i.Jo;woi'k.tti e snow go
hours per week. For more information,
please call Greg at 868-1986 in the_ . to the production/security- meeting, 7pm
. Strafford Rm, MUB, Oct. 12.
evenings.
CRUISE SHIPS----Nowhiring Men and
Women. Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will train). Excellent Pay plus World Travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc. CALL
NOW! 206-736-7000, ext. 465C
·Office Workers Needed: Four College Work
Study positions available at the Social
Security Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays
·$6.00 per hour. Call 433-0716 and ask for
Mr.White.
Workstudy students needed at Portsmouth
Recreation Department. Call 431-2000,
ext 265 and ask for Barry Foley.

Feeling Cramped? Need more room in your
dorm? We have student Rates for Storage
of your persoanl belongings; call 332-4234
during day or 868-2779 aft~r 6:0.Qpm.

Montrea.I College Party Weekends from
$69. Nov 4-6, Nov ~ 3-18: Call 1-800-7820808. Party Time & Travel, Inc.
Come far fun, come to learn. Weekend
Retreat, October 7-9. Walnut Hiil Seminar,
Raymond. "I Gotta Be Me." Contact CSO
by Wed, Oct. 5; 862-1310.

Pinky's Place - Bed & Breakfast in charming
100 year old Victorian home in Dover.·
Perfect for visiting friends & family. Ca!I
Pinky 7 42-8789.

AB- "Look at the -foliage!" It's that time ·
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profesof year again . We've shared many great
sional quality. Spelling accuracy ·guarantimes and have thousands more to go.
teed. SAVE yourself time & money by calling ·
Thanks for always being there!!!!LC.
·NOW .. Dover, 742-2037.
San·dy - You're a stud!! Love, Hank.
The proportion of heavy drinkers increases
Mickey Man.tie? Isn't he the former baseball
fairly steadily from 6% of those with
great who was e.m broiled in controversy
grammar school education; to 15% of those
for working for a Gasino, and who. also likes
who are college graduates.
to charge little kids $20 tor an autograph?
Using more than. one drug at a time can
Ah, where have all the heroes gone ...
be even more hazardous than overPops--l've been hearing rumors from
drinking. The effects may be additive and
Oyster River that your green hair·is scaring
they may interact in unknown ways .
your students. They can't coocentrate on
Overdose and/or death is more possible.
your lectures on the Yankees. Poor slobs.
Passing out from too much alcohol is not
To: The attractive female who works the
the same as blacking out. Passing out is
Sunday late shift ~t the MUB coffee shop.
becoming unconscious, blacking out.is
I would like to meet you. From : The male
a memory lapse . More info call Health
who doesn't like milk in his tea. 868-341 o
Services at 862-3823.
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others or property. For some-people,
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself. More info. call Health Servi.ces
at 862-3823.

MICHELLE PHANEUF-"Mistakes happen,
but we learn to live with them" -- is that , Macs, Macs, and More Macs - If you're
your parents' philosophy? KC
looking to sell your Macintosh or you need
to buy one, look no further. Desk Top
TO THE PERSON WHO FOUND MY
Performance buys and sells used Macs,
WALLET: YOU FORGOT THAT WHEN
ha-rd disks, memory upgrades _and periYOU USE A CREDIT CARD FOR GAS THE
pherls. Desk Top Performance guarantees
ATTENDANT TOOK DOWN YOUR PLATE
competitive prices and quality service. Call
NO. IF YOU WANTTOAVOID EMBARASS617-247-~470.
MENT, CRIMINAL PROSECUTION AND
ME AND MY FRATERNITY PERSONAL,LY
REARRANGING YOUR FEATURES, SEND
ME MY WALLET, ITS CONTENTS AND
ANY AMOUNT YOU CHARGED:ASAP!
YOUR ITALIAN .FRIEND.

The leading cause of death for 18-24 year
olds is drunk driving. We are the only age
group with an increasing rate of death. Don't
let yourself or your friends become part
of the statistics. Call Health Services, 86238_23.
If you,are a sexually active.gay or bisexual
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
a·n tibody c_o unseling and/or testing, call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623823.

TAE KWON DO - Korean Art of selfdefense. Classes in Durham at Oyster River
Elem . School. Mon-Wed 6-7pm. Contact
Matt Randall at 7 43-3215.

A TTENilON BUILDERS - Durham, NH JOBS IN AUSTRALIA. Immediate opening
Typing Services Available. Reports, letters,
8.9% ONLY 10% DOWN/15 YEARS: 20
COME AND FIND OUT WHAT WE ARE.ALL
for men and women . $11,000 to $60,000.
resumes. Quality work. Reasona:gle rates.
Mins. Mass Line. Priced for immediate
ABOUT! RUSH DELTA THETA CHI (FORConstruction, Manufacturing, Secretarial
Call 335-1891 .
liquidation. Homesites - $59,900. Located
MERLY THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS) .
Work, 'Nurses, Engineering, .Sales ..
.· on a quiet cul-de-sac road in NH's finest
Want more spaGe ih ybrur dorm? Store your
,,TUESDAY OCTOBER'4TH FROM 8-10
Hundreds. of Jobs Listed. CALL NOW! 206town. Renowned for it's outstanding school
personal belongings at Speoial Student
P.M. COME DRESSED IN A COSTUME
.
736-7000.
ext
465P.
system & high real estate values. *1st year
Rates call 868-2779.
FOR HORROR NIGHT AT 37 MADBURY
8.9%, the.n roll into a land & mortgage or
ROAD (THETA CHI FRATERNITY)Professional Word Processing for all your
continue at only 3 over bank -prime. Nontyping requirements. Experienced, efficient,
JOB SEARCH SUPPORT GROUP - Debinding. Reservations only. Call Sugarbush, .
reasonable rates, quick-return. Janet Boyle,
cember Grads and Alums- interested in
6 days, 9-9, Sat. 'til, 5. 603-7 43-3918.
659-3578. < .
so~e information and support as you
GREAT DEAL. 7 ft Broyhill couch. Great
pursue that j.ob? Group starts Tuesday,
NOW OPEN Lost Chord Records. All your
Reward from Domino':, Pizza. Anyone who
condition, comfy. Going cause it's gold.
Oct. 11. Call or sign up at Career Planning
Rock & Roll needs. 491 Central·Ave, Dover,
returns a red pizza bag will receive a free
$55 or b .o. 24 inch 10 spd mens- !ouring
and Placement, 862-2010, 203 Huddleston
NH.
(,.
pizza. Ask for the Manager when you order
bike. Good condition $25 or b.o. 1st with
·Hall.
your
free
pizza.
cash takes them. Al 7 49-1668.
JIMMY CLIFF WANTS TO .MEET YOU,
N-EED CASH? I'll pay you cash for your
FOR SALE: Kenmore under-counter fridge,
M o N ! c O m e t O t h e p R o D u c _ records, tape cassettes, CD's!!! Lost Chord
Montreal College Party Weekends, Nov.
$100; foam sleeper couch, $50; Joke
4-6 anql1-13 starting at only $69. Contact - TION/SECURITY meeting Wednesday , . Records, 491 Central Ave, Dover, NH
woodstove, $30; 659-3254.
03820, 749-3859.
Jim or Chris in Jessie Doe rm 312, 868 Oct. 12 at 7pm, Strafford Rm in the MUB.
3624. Don't miss the party train!
1979 Honda Civic CVCC, 5 speed, hatch,
SENIOR NIGHT at BENJAMINS! Thursday,
Calif. car, regular gas, original owner, non~
Oct. 6, 8-1 0 p.m . Lasagna B\Jffet - $4.95
Driving to Arizona. Would like a companion
smoker$795, 749-2496.
·Nith Senior Sticker!
--\
. that will help -with driving & expenses.
TO THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN:
References required. Call early morning,
1980 Toyota Tercel. Good running con"When I'm feeling blue all I have to do is
1-207 -363-63,56.
dition. No rust. A solid car providing
take a look at you" - Thanks for the surprise
excellent, inexpensive transportation . Call
concert! Much thanks, LeeAnne Fenner,
Enjoy Homecoming Activities and earn
Jason, evenings.742-1858.
· '
Asst. Hall Dir-MCJDL
money too! Students needed to assist with
F-350 1 ton rack body dump truck. New
pre- and post football game events. Contact
SKI
SKI SKI SKI SKI SKI SKI -UNH Ski Club
rubber, runs great. Call 868-9637 or stop
the Office of Student Activities, rm 126
opening meeting, Tues, Oct 4, 7-9pm
by Kappa Sig and ask for David Clough.
MUB, .862-1001 for info.
Granite St. Room, MUB. Membership and
. 25' 12 speed sport touring bike. Campagtrip sign-ups at meeting. Reserve your spotRUSH!!! DELTA THETA CHI (FORMERLY
nolo componants. Best for tall person. Test
.they fill up fast.
·
THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS) TUESDAY
ride it at Durham bike - $300.
·
OCTOBER 4TH FROM 8-10 P~M. COME
THE NH GENTS AND THE NH NOTABLES
Motorcycle - 1986 Honda 450 Rebel. Black,
DRESSED IN A CO.STUME FOR HORROR
WILL BE HOLDING A CONCERT SATU-R1,600 miles. Like new. Two helmets. $1,599.
NIGHT AT 37 MADBURY ROAD (THETA
DAY, OCT.OBER 22 at 8pm in J.o hnson
Call Keith at .433-3286.
.
. CHI FRATERNITY)
Theater. CHEAPER THAN A MOVIE!

If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
· For free, anonymous and non-judgemental
antiqedy testing and/ or counseling call
the Office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623823.
MUSIC LESSONS - recorder, voice, pfano,
violin, lute. Pri.vate lessons and ensembles
in Medieval, Baroque, cIa·ssical and dance
music for all levels and ages. Explore
sounds in Durham with Persis Ensor - 6592721.
Typing/word processng . Term papers,
reports, theses, etc. All work guaranteed,
prompt service. 7 49-2968.
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INNER SPACE •,
starring

Dennis Quaid ... Marti_n Short ... M.e g Ryan ... Kevin McCarth·y ·

PLACE:
TIME:
PRICE:

in the Strafford Room at the MUB
7:00 pm and 9:30 pm
$1.00 for Students .
$2.00 for Non-students~

.
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Coa che s re~ ct to gam e
By Kevin Connelly

·.-,'>

The U'N H Wildcats featured
an ~wesome aerial attack, backed
by a strong rui;ining game... Oh
wait that was' last week in
Maine. This week t})e Mildcat's
featured an aw~some penalty
assualt, backed by an unusual
display of turnove,r s, as they
coughed -U:p the game ' to the
Delaware Blue Hens, 38-20 at ·
Cowell Stadium.
With the loss the ;Cats squandered their lead on top of the
Yankee Conference, as the only
team without a loss. They squandered their l'ank as 4th in the'
NCAA Division I-AA Poll, and
9th in the Sports Network
Division I-AA Poll.
But hey, what do polls JJ1ean
anyway. Look at archrival Richmond, who was picked to win
the Yankee Conference .(YC)
in preseason polls, and is now
0-3 in the YC. Or just listen to
UNH head football coach Bill
Bowes.

"Polls don't mean anything,
they shouldn't even have them.
Hit was up to me, I would just
let the kids play, and rate each
team at the end of the year. All
it does is put added pressure on
the kids."
Most of that pressure squirted
out play by play on Saturday as
the team faltered all game long.
The 'Cats suffered 4 lost furn -;.
bles, 3 interceptions, 8 penalties,
and 5 sacks, to go along with
their -15 yards rushing.
· Yes, that's right -15 yards
rushing, and yes Wildcat halfback N~rm Ford did play. His
22 rushing yards were not
enough to offset the 42 yards
los.t on the five times QB Bob
Jean was sacke<J.
"We had a lot more pressure
on Jean then I thought we could
apply, and it caused a lot of '
turnovers," Delaware. head
coach Tubby Raymond commented after the game. "We
didn't move th_e ball well, we

sputtered on offense, but they
are a good football team, and
we were fortunate with turnov"' ·
ers."
So how does this game effect
UNH mentally as they get ready
·to head for Virginia, to play the
preseason favorites Richmond Spiders?
"With a game like that you
just have to forget the thing.
I can't remember us playing a
game where we made so many
crazy mistakes, it was a farce,"
Bowes answered.
Raymond, the Delaware
· coach -backed Bowes by adding
"I think New Hampshire is an
exceptional football team, and
they will bounce back just fine."
Now the 'Cats can regroup
and head to Richmond with the
pressure 9ff their shoulders.
They just have to remember
Raymond's advice, "Anybody
is capable of beating anybody
in the Yankee Conference ."
Even the preseason favorites
Richmond Spiders.

- - - - - - - • FOOTBALL

(continued from page 28) .• - - - - - -1 Basil Jarostchuk and the rest of the Wildcats look toward next
week after suffering a bitter defeat at the hands of Delaware .
made some fine recept:iops in for offensive pass interference. · latet it was 38 _6_
- At this point UNH head ,.>.:(R=o;;:;.·=n1=·t:...:Lar==o=ne=.-&P=h=o=to=).___ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __
. moving t!J.e ball downfield.,_T he UNH set~led for a Shawn ~ane
·
nd
rd
trailed ·coach Bill. Bowes decided to
'Cats had a first down at Del- 38 ya field goal a
starters
his
of
most
replace
.
aware's 12-yard line, but could 17-6 at the half..
After the sides excha~ged including quarterback Bob Jean
get no closer: Kicker Shawn · ,
th
.
.
• L:-< Lane put the 'Cats on the board f~mbles UNH came-up wi a in favor of Junior Mark Carr.
Connelly
Kevin
By
nd
Alvin
hitting
well
quite
did
with 9: 18 left in the half with big sack ~ eventu~lly manag<:d Ca:rr
·
· Marc. p aquette
N as hua native
·top me.
, ,Ace , Eaton received
· the
· Braune m
to regain
. Id goa1.
h d ·R oss .an d Ch ns
d . Th a,t . thetr
. possession
. _ yard f1e
a 33
varsity
11
first
his
in
78
a
t~llied
the
1
led
he
as
honors,
dalist
e-the
out
late going to close
ey
After stoppTng·t-he Blue,Hens o_wn lS-ya! tne.
·. :
Wildcats to a 10 stroke victory st art with the 'Cats.
.t de gamAeB,. ubtJ.t is - scoring-at 38~20.
on the next possession, New time to whu~
~ ,· .
.
.
.
- · •.
o · ean
wa-s not t eu ay.d •nrerce
,
11 d
·
h·
·
On the bqght side, Bob Jean over URI last Thursday. The
ted
t" . d
st ar:ted tourname~t
H am_ps. tre agam sta e on
The·team
71,
par
the
on
played
was
match
despite
yards
258
for'
passed
.
Hp
~
a;
ipfe
was
offense. Baldasaro's third punt ,' pa~~
the Tosky InviJudith Country· Club in play Su nday atat UMass
ew ~mp being· ineffective. Tri-cap.tairi Point
!0 t ·Ite was
Th 11.rs of the da·y was downed at the an._ returne
·
plaved
tational
.
.
1
·
.
•
qutckly
hne.
2-yard
· •
shire
- - -•··
. ~- Luck
· .
. D e· aware . yardhne.
- Bill F,arrell"turhed m a strong Kmgston; RI.
,
th
4
1
da-y ey travel to Orono Mame
. .
_
effort on defense, as did Basil _
seemed to be changing as the 24 -6 Delaware.
for the ECAC Northern New ---record
UNH's
ups
wm·
The
·
Jarostchuk.
breakback
Deleware's
Af.ter
Hen
'(ats, recovered a Blue
,
. . .
.
.
extends
and
season,
the
on
7-0
to
fumble on the ensuing play. ing _touchdown bomb the frusto 31 . England Qualifier, where the
streak
wi~ning
thei!
.
.
back
bounce
to
look
'Cats
The
'Cats.
the
for
continued
tratfon
First and goal New Hampshire
and ;th~ top 10
straight m match play. UNH ~op_~ teams.
Nate Baldasaro mishandled against. Richmond and ·William
.at the 6-yard line.
will advance to• the
fi"ni·shed wi"th a 490 team score ' - md1viduals
.
·
·
·
•
·
.
·,
.
weeks.
two
next
m--the
nd
Chns Braune s>ored what another low snap and had a'p unt · and Mary
t a 500 total.
New Engla Champmnsh ips-.
looked like the 'Cats first _touch- •. blocked by Delaware defensiv.e· Both games are away in Virgi- while URI poS ed
.. .
· · downofth ega~~a-M ed- end John Levelis. A few pl_ays - nia; . , . .
1'

. -beat· en •
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Dar kne ss doe s
in men 's ten nis
_After dropping the first set
Whelden and Brady came
6-4,
loss.
Talk about a hard-luck
After trailing Connecticut 4-2 back to take the second set 6through singles play on Friday, 3. With the Wildcats up 5-2 in
the UNH men's tennis team the third set arid with darkness
needed a sweep of the three quickly approaching , coaches
remaining doubles matches in from both teams agreed that,
order to daim victory. The if Cirisla and Corell could tie
Wildcats took the first two it up at 5-5, a final, tie-breaking
matches, but lost the third ·and point would be played to decide
deciding match on a tie-breaking the-outcome of the match. Well,
point ordered by both UNH and the pair from UConn did manUConn coaches as darkness age to tie .it at five, and also
~an:aged to take the su~sequent
settled upon the courts~-. .:
- -- tie-breaker to win the match.
The lost point ended the :
UNH Coach Paul Berton said
Wildcats' bid for a dramatic,
, come-from- behind victory, as Whellen and -BradX weren't to
Connecticut took the win, 5-4, blame for the loss. ',They played
and dropped the Wildcat's re- great tennis," said Berton. '.'It
. ___ was too bad for a great match
.
cord to 1-2.
to end that way. It was too bad
·
it had to be decided in the dark.
,
UNH s 0 ubles _team of Spectator-wise, you couldn't see
·
Shawn Herlihy and: Tu~ Porter _ the ball at all."
defeated Connecticut s Todd
In singles play, UNH's Tim
Farin and Glenn Marshall, 7defeated Glenn Marshall
Porter
Tom
and
Baker
6, 7-6. Brian
Jackman put,awayDo ug _Chas~ -- 6-0, 6-4, and UNH's Tom Jackman beat Mike Greenberg, 16.
· ·
and Matt-Arcier o, 6-2, 6-3 for 2, 6-7, 7-5.
the second doubles victory. It all came down to the . final
doubles match be.t ween UNH's · Th~ Wildcats. next match is_
Glen Whelden and Brian Brady scheduled for October 11 at
and UConn's Greg Cirisla and Boston University.
&ott Corell.

By David Aponovich

?
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Wom en's tenni s ·
stunn ed twice
The UNH men's cross-country
(Dan MacDo!1ald photo)

•

By Naomi Elvore
_ (3-6_, 7-?, 6-2:), fourth singfes
WildcaJs' women's tennis Tori Ww.cu~7, (5-=-7)-,
added two losses to their record: · 6-4), 6th singles Lori Rice ( 4-:
7-2 to Central Connecticut on 6, 6-4, 6-4), and second doubles
Wednesday, and 8-1 to Tufts on_ Deb Rinaldi/Kara McKenna (6Satur,day. The team had ener- 2, 3-6, 6-2) all ' tested their
getically opened their season opponents durability in three
_ with three straight wins; now seats.
_____ __ ,.
they are on a three game losing
.streak. Their record stands 3Knowing that Tufts would
3. .
- be a difficult match, Coach Russ
McCurdy changed the· line up .
In both of the previously Despite this variation, the UNH
mentioned matches, sophomore women were unable to gain a
·Sara T onna puHed through for win in the singles matches
happy with this weekend be~ the 'Cats. In doing so she raised against ,the headstrong Tufts
cause it reestablished the teams her overall record to 8-: 3.
team.
·
- confidence irt themselves, in
that, even without their top
First singles Rinaldi fell in ·
Against Central Connecticut
runner they can respond as a
three s~ts, 3-6, 6-4, 6-1, followed
Tonna
was
the
only
singles
team.
b_y Lerner 6-4, 6-1, Tonna 2-6,
"This is the best team I've winner: dominating in three sets 6-4, 6-_7, McKenna 6-3, 6-3,
7-5,
4-6,
6-2.
She
and
her
doubles
ever had due to a positive
Wincup 6-2, 6-4, and Brent 6attitude and ,hard work," stated , partner Jaymie Hyde won the 4, 7-6 (7-3). The doubleslosses
third
doubles
match
7-5,
6-1.
Boulanger.
_
were Greland/Hyde 6..:-4, 6-3,
This .week the Wildcats have Versus Tufts,she lost her sin- and Rice/Calderwood 6?1, 6-1.
gles
match
'in
three
sets
.
2-6,
6.
their last home meet of the regular season at 3:30 on Friday 4, 6-2 but returned with Monica
The UNH women wili be at
vs. Maine. For seniors this is Brent as her second doubles
Rhode Island, playing Provitheir last home meet and for the partner to win 7-5, 6-2.
dence College this afternoon
team it's a chance to establish
The UNH women did not while Dartmouth
be here
· a little more confidence for the give up
easily. Against Connec- on Thursday.
- upcoming Eastern Champion--5hips
. ticut, second singles Liz Lerner
_
·

•

.Cros s Coun trY cruis es
By James Doneski
of Tufts and Mike Cannuscio
The prospects were shaky this of UNH at 26:27 and 26:30,
Saturday for the U_N H Men's respectively.
Roun4ing out the UNH top
Cross Country team as their top
five
w_ere Qarrel C~vell (5thrunner Randy Hall was out with
bronchitis, but a fantastic team - 27:02), Andy Charron (10theffort produced a victory at the 27:15), Robert Klemme (16thTufts Invitational. UNH fin- 27:38), and Dan Beauley (17thished with 46 points ro· edge 28:01).
Coach Boulanger was ecstatic
Central Connecticut's 49. Tufts
was third with 5 3 and Bates about the way his ·team performed. He described it as "a
finished up last with 70.
The temperature was ·blister- big boost for them (the team),
ing hot and the attrition rate and it was a big boost for me
·
was high as runners dropped as well".
The team is g~aranteed a
from heat exhaustion. Jim Sand. .
h
ers from Central Conn was the
r!IllJ?-lfiSeason now as t ~Y. are
first to cross the Hne at 26:23. - - wit one meet remammg.
He was followed by Joel Rich Coach ,Boulanger was also very

I

will

Old·Domi nion·
out corne rs
Wildc ats

still an offensive-threat.' :
By J. Russell Pab~t ·
Unfortunately for the WildThe UNH women's field cats, Old Dominion pulled away .
hockey team extended their early in the second half, scoring
winless streak to four games by thr~e goals in less than nine
losirig 5-0 to Old Dominion minutes. MaaiKe Hilbrand, Jur-University Saturday afternoon riens, and Lynn Hoinsky scored
at Springfield College.
·
to post the final 5-0 score.
Assistant Coach Karen Ge"We played hard," said Ge- romini pointed to the number romini. "They (UNH players)
-"·•·••m•••-•t"'""""''•---·•-··
of corners -Old Dominiorr had gave us everything they had. It's _
in respect to the Wildcats as the a tough loss because of that, but·
main reason for the loss.
it's a long season: And if we can
. "Our main objective was to play for the rest of the season
not let Old Dominionhave many with the same type of determi- ·
corners;· Geromini explained. nation and desire, we will be • r: •@
r•••••st.•
"They ended up with 20 corners, very successful."
five of which led.to their five
The Wildcats (2-3-1) will
goals.' They· executed their travel down to Boston Unversity
corners very, very weH."
Wednesday (7 pm start) to
Marije Jurrieris put Old Do-: battle the Terrier-s. Geromini
minion on top 1-0 with a go-al sees this game as a very imporat the 21 minute mark of the · tant test for her team.
first half. · Less than 4 minutes
· "Ever since they beat us a
later, Old Dominion netted their --: couple of years ago to advance New Hampshire women's soccer powered past Providence College Saturday' for their fifthl ,
second goal, this time Lisa to the final four, its been a big
7
_Doran was the culprit.
rivalry between us. They are a w~in~-~(~f~il~e:..Jp~h~o~t~o!.l.)_________ _________ ___.___________ ___
- "W~ stayed with them in the very beatable team, but we
firsthalf,"saidGerom ini."Even (herselfandheadcoa chLauren
thoughwedidn'tgetm anyshots Fuchs)havetogetthe kidsready
(only one) on their net, we were for a physical game."

I zes· · PC
·u-NH. .-pa_ra-y
- · -3 -0_

- \\

Men's soccer _ _at
home versus ·Babson

Wednesday at 1:00

By Rob Heenan

Later in the half, Mary Beth
Golie Janene Tifdon made
Sydlowski added a goal with · three saves while collecting her
assists going to Mcloughlin and fourth shutout of the year. - The UNH women's soccer Deb Maida. It was Maida's first· Defensively, the -'Cats didn't
team raised it's record to 5-2 point of the year.
allow a shot for the entire
last Saturday with a ·3-0 win over
· _ second half. The offense was
-Providence College in Rhode
Freshman Paige Christie·, just as good getting off 18 shots
Island.
- added her first collegiate goai in the game, w-ith 14 in the
.
with an assist going to Maura second half.
.
.
_After a score~ess first half,_ Naughton. Naughton, a junior,
In the next five g~mes, the
D~ane M_cLoughlm scored three - was the first person to score who team faces _f~ur te~ms m the top
mmutes mto the second and sent was not a freshman or sopho- twenty, startmg with 5th ranked
the team on their way.
more.
U~ass today.

.:,.•._

/
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Sports
Blue Hens 'fowl'
Wildcat attack ·

A picture is worth a thousand words after a tough game Saturday for the UNH football team~
_

(Ronit Larone photo)

.

···· ·

·

Women runners fifth
By James Doneski
The women's cross-country
team ran in the Rutgers Invit~tional Saturday. Participating
were eight teams including
Princeton who won with 34
points, Penn State was setorid
with 44, Syracuse was thi~d with
104, University of Pennsylvania
was fourth with 116 points,

The first UNH runner to
UNH was a close fifth with 117
points, Springfield, Rutgers, and cross the line was Cindie DiURI were sixth, seventh, and . Francesco who finished twel- veth at 18:34. Following her
eighth, respectively. :
were teammates Dawn EnterIndividually Laura Cadivua lain (19th-18: 51) ,Jen Briggs
from Princeton was. first with (30th-19:09), Nancy Boulanger
a time nt 17:] 8. She was fol- (33r~-19: 12), and Nancy Krolensk1 (37th-19:20).
~
.
_lowed by Martha Grinnell from __ .Coach K~ueger wa~ ~op".ing
Springfield at 17:19 andJane for-atleastfifthplacefm1shand
Erdman from Princeton at she almoS t got more. The team
ha~ a home meet against Maine
17 :26.
Friday at ~:00.

quarter for a quick 3-0 Blue Hen
By Ward D. Fraser
Ask any one of the more than lead.
On UNH' s second possession
10,000 fans at Cowell Stdium
on Saturday to _sum up the Jean threw his first completion
football game against Delaware to tailback Norm Ford, who took
and they will all say bas_ically the ball to the Delaware 43-yard
line. Again the offense stalled
the same thing, sloppy.
UNH fumbled four times, and the subsequent N are Balthrew three interceptions, had dasaro punt sailed into the end
two punts blocked, and had zone for a touchback.
The 'Cats defense came out
three tou.c hdowns called back
fired up and stopped the visitors
for penalties.
The 'Cats, ranked 4th in the on three straight downs,. forcing
nation in Division 1-AA, gift a Delaware punt: It looked as
wrapped a victory to- the un- if UNH was ready to get back
ranked Delaware Blue Hens by · into the game after a slow start,
but the slow start lasted all
the score of 38-20.
The entire day could be afternoon.
A Tom Joy fumble on the
summed up with one play. With
just under five minutes remain- punt return gave Delaware the ·
ing in the third the 'Cats sacked ball and, soon thereafter, a 10the Delaware quarterback for ·0 lead. History repeated itself
a 12 yard loss knocking him out when Joy was stripped of the
of the game. The second string baH on another Deleware punt
quarterback, Craig McCoy, faced a few minutes later.
The 'Cat defense came up big
a third down and 30. He threw ·
a weak pass to receiver J aines on the next play. New HampAnderson which 'Cats corner- . shire defensive back Garry ,
back Tim Byrne appeared to Jordan picked off a Delaware
intercept. Somehow, Anderson pass in the end zone, but the
stole the ball from Byrne and excitement was soon to fade.
The 'Cats highly touted ofwaltzed in for a 64 yard touchdown to close the door on UNH. fense could hot get on track and
UNH began its mistake was forced to punt early in the
ptone afternoon in the very first second quarter. Misfortune
series of downs. Senipr quar- struck again as Baldasaro could
terback Bob Jean coming off two not handle a low snap and was
consecutive 31 completion nailed by a host of defenders.
games was . off the mark on The Blue Hens got the ball at
Saturday. His first two passes . the New Hampshire 2-yard-line.
were incompletions and the Two plays later it was 17-0
Delaware.
third an interception.
Three turnovers and three
The visitors then marched to
the 'Cats 17 where the defense, scores for the Blue Hens: The
lead by senior Bill Farrell, trend would continue.
UNH finally sustained a drive
stiffened on a third and 11 play.
Delaware brought in placekicker as Curtis Olds and Matt Banbury
Don O'Brien, who hit a 39 yard ·
FOOTBALL p.26
. attempt at 3:09 of the first

Soccer topped
by Black Bears
.

.

'

By -Richard D'Avolio
Maine's first goal was scored
Unfortunately the UNH just 30 seconds into the game
men's soccer team could not off UNH freshmen goalie Dan
provide a victory for the many Fiore.
, parents observivng the game
this past Friday. On the first day
"He played real well," coach
of Parent's Weekend the 'Cats
(2-6) lost to the University of Garber said in reference to
· Fiore.All three goals were shot
Maine by the score of}-1.
-- at point blank range, Garber
said.
UMain·e scored all of their
UNH's starting goalie Eric
th_r~e goals in the first ten
mmutes of the game,_UNH head S~irison might see some playing
_· time Wednesday against Babcoach Ted Garber sard.
.son, if and only if he is ready,
·
After that UNH dominated Coach Garber said.
the play but could ~ake up
All though UMaine's record
fo~ their lapse-in the fttSt tcri__ doesn '.t show it coach, Garber
mmutes of the game.
-~ said, "They are a very good
·team ... very opportunistit."
In the next two weeks the
·"We played real well in the
play three nationally
'Cats
.
last the 80 minutes of the game,"
coach Garber said. "I thought ranked teams. "We still can do
well,'' Garber said.
we could come back." ·

men's soccer team out played Maine for most of the game but still fell short on Friday
·
· ·
·
,
·
afternoon. (Mark Schenker photo)
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